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Forward and Acknowledgements. 
The following report is on the NORPAX/FGGE oceanographic research expedition 
which was conducted from February 1979 to June 1980.NORPAX/FGGE is an abbreviation 
~ Q C  the North Pacific Experiment which is a subgroup of the First Global GARP Exper- 
imgnt.GARP is a abbreviation for the Global ~tmospheric Report Program.The research 
project was conducted as part of the International Decade of Ocean Exploration.The 
nineteen seventies (1970's) were declared a decade of ocean exploration in order to 
~ramote international cooperation and participation in learning about the oceans and 
ocean-atmosphere relationships. 
All the subject matter contained in this report are observations by the author. 
The viewpoints expressed in the report are also those of the author.The author had 
ths privilege of participating in the last quarter of the NORPAX/FGGE experiment and 
58 thankful to all those involved for the opportunity. 
The NORPAX/FGGE experiment was conducted between Hawaii and Tahiti.The experiment 
c~n~isted of a series of fifteen legs between the two places.The research vessels 
utilized in the experiment were the R/V Gyre from Texas A & M and the R/V Wecoma from 
Qrsgon State University.The course of the expedition is on pages 41 and 68 of the re- 
p~yt.There were slight deviations from the courseline but for the majority of the ex- 
~eriment the courseline depicted is correct. 
The author would like to particularly acknowledge the assistance given by the 
f~llawing people in making this report possible: Dr. Klaus Wyrtki of the University 
of Hawaii Department of 0ceanography;Dr. Eric Firing of the Hawaii Institute of Geo- 
physics;Dr. Bruce Taft of the University of Washington School of 0ceanography;Dr. 
Lauis Gordon of Oregon State University School of 0ceanography;Mrs. Sue Hampsom, 
, , '- 
Caqrdinator of the university of Hawaii Marine Option Program;and the crew of the re- 
- #. 
search vessel Wecoma. 
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The Ship. 
The research vessel u t i l ized  in tile NORPA,Y/FGGE experiment was the R/V Wecoma. 
fie R/V liVecoma,which belongs t o  Oregon State University (OSU),is a low profi le  vessel 
b u i l t  with the l ines  of a cu t te r  and designed specif ical ly  as a research vessel. 
The birthplace of the K/V I;lecoma,along with two s i s t e r  ships ,was Peterson Builders 
Inc, ,Sturgeon Bay ,Wisconsin. The R/V Iiecoma was launched in May of 1975 and delivered 
ta OSU in November of the same year. 
Si.nce the R/V IVecoma is a research vessel exclusively,she has been designed with 
specific appropiate structure and equipment that  f a c i l i t a t e s  her role as a research 
vesssl.The R/V iVecoma w i l l  be examined from t h i s  point of view beginning with the keel 
and 1111 to  the mast.Refore doing th is , thc  vessel 's  general s t a t i s t i c s  w i l l  be reviewed. 
As shown on the following page (Figure 1-1) , the R/V IVecoma was basically designed 
with the l ines of a cutter.She i s  classif ied as an "intermediate s ize  research ship." 
ns over-all length of the R/V Iiecoma is 1 7 7  fee t  with a beam of 37 f ee t  (see Figure 
1-2) ,The vessel has a maximum allowable draf t  of 1 7 . 5  feet.I-lowever the general oper- 
ational draf t  is 15-16 feet.The displacement tonnage of the vessel is 962 tons.At the 
lowest open deck level (deck closest  t o  the waterline) which is the fantai1,the free-  
board (distance between deck and waterline) is 5 feet.The maximum speed capabili ty is 
15,s knots.Genera1 operational speed however is 11-13 knots.The vessel has an opera- 
ting range of 8,000 miles with an endurance l i m i t  of 30 days.The endurance l i m i t  i s  
the maximum amount of time,in days,that the fuel  supply,water supply,and food supply 
would l a s t  with a f u l l  complement of crew and normal consumption.It is the l imiting 
fuel factor that  i s  responsible ~ for  the vessel using lower operating speeds. The ves- 
sel. needs a crew complement of 13 to  operate her properly. 
'J3e R/V Wecoma was b u i l t  with a low prof i le  bridge located jus t  forward of mid- 
ships and a high forward deck.The forward deck i s  not used for  any purpose except 
the windlass and anchors.The reason for  the high forward deck and bow is t o  protect 
t]le ~uperstructure and s te rn  from the seas .The vessel would face into the seas when 
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experiments were to  be c0nducted.A~ shown below in  Figure 1-3,the bow is  wedge shaped 
with a high forward rake tha t  permits the vessel to  r ide into the seas and break them 
: away from the vessel.This keeps the seas from swamping the vessel and splashing water 
aver the deck and creating hazardous working conditions.This concludes the examination 
of fie vessel ' s  general s ta t is t ics .The vessel is similar to  most other vessels as f a r  
as general s t ructure and operating methods are  concerned.The same basic equipment tha t  
cm be found on any other vessel is  also found 011 the R/V Ilrecoma.The same s t e e l  con- 
struction methods used on other vessels were also used on the R/V ltrecoma.The d i f f e r -  
ences are par t icular  s t ructure and s ty le ,as  mentioned previously with the bow,and 
specific equipment that  make the R/V Wecoma a research vessel.These differences w i l l  
qow be examinined in de ta i l .  
?'he keel and hul l  of the R/V Wecoma are structured the same as most other vessels. 
Ihe keel runs the length of the ship from the bow to  the propeller shaft.The hu l l  has 
a sl;reamlined design that  promotes maximum efficiency of water flow as the vessel moves 
through the water.0ne unique feature is the s tab i l iz ing  f ins  running the length of the 
ship along the ship 's  bottom where the hul l  bottom i s  widest.As shown in  Figure 1-4 on 
the following page, the s tabi l iz ing f ins  protrude outwards a t  an angle that  minimizes 
rolb and maximizes stability.These s tab i l iz ing  f ins ,also known as rol l ing chaulks,per- 
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F i g u r e  1-4 .  
The s t a b i  1 i z i n g  f i n s  e x t e n d e d  
o n e  f o o t  o u t  f r o m  t h e  h u l l .  
The s t a b i l i z i n g  f i n s  r u n  t h e  
l e n g t h  o f  t h e  v e s s e l  a l o n g  
t h e  b o t t o m  o f  t h e  h u l l .  
S t a b i l i z i n g  f i n  ( s t a r b o a r d  s i d e )  
m i t  the vessel  t o  r i de  evenly (minimum amount of r o l l )  through rough seas as well as 
allow s c i e n t i f i c  experiments t o  be conducted i n  a s a f e  and operable n1anner.B~ having 
these s t ab i l i z i ng  f ins , the  R/V TVecoma is much more prepared fo r  research work. 
The R/V Wecoma u t i l i z e s  a Kort nozzle which serves as  the rudder.The Kort 11022ie 
i s  a unique s tee r ing  system tha t  maximizes eff ic iency of propu1sion.A~ shown i n  Figure 
1-5  on the  following page,the Kort nozzle is a round drum surrounding the  propel ler  
that can be di rected i n  d i f f e r en t  d i rect ions  depending on which way the  vessel  wislics 
t o  go.The Kort nozzle focusses the  propelled water i n to  a stream of rushing water t h a t  
provides a t h r u s t . I t  i s  t h i s  focussed stream of water t h a t  moves the  ve s se1 .B~  ro t a t i ng  
, 
, the Kort nozzle on i t ' s  ax i s ,  which i s  the t i l l e r  sha f t ,  the  vessel  can be manuevered. 
I 
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Iq other words,the Kort nozzle directs  the focussed stream of water in  a cer tain 
direction and the ship 's  heading w i l l  come about.The Kort nozzle serves t o  eliminate 
wasteful water propulsion of the conventional steering system.'l"ne conventional s t ee r -  
ing system has a diffused water thrust  since the propeller is not surrounded as it is  
in the Kort nozzle system.Diffused water thrust refers  to  the spread out (see Figure 
1-6 below) stream of water that  the propeller makes with the conventional steering 
-, 
Diffused  t h r u s t  by t h e  
conven t iona l  propul  s i o n  and 
s t e e r i n g  s y s t e m . S i n c e  t h e  
propel  l e r  i s  no e n c l o s e d , t h e  
t h r u s t  of  t h e  propel  l e d  wa te r  
i s  s p r e a d  o u t  and t h e r e f o r e  
l a c k s  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  
Kort n o z z l e  sys tem.  
r, # 
IFocussed t h r u s t  o f  t h e  1 
Kort n o z z l e  p r o p u l s i o n  
and s t e e r i n g  sys tem.The  
p r o p e l l e r  i s  e n c l o s e d  i n  
t h e  Kort nozz le .The  pro-  
p e l l e d  w a t e r  i s  t h e r e f o r e  
f o c u s s e d  a s  a  w a t e r  s t r e a m  
t h a t  y i e l d s  more t h r u s t .  
1 
system.It has been determined that  the Kort nozzle system provides a 1 2 %  greater pro- *1 
p ~ l s i o n  efficiency than the conventional system.It must be noted however that  the Kort 
nozzle sytem has some drawbacks.With slow speeds,the Kort nozzle i s  not very effect ive 
8s a rudder.This is because there is not enough water thrust that  can be directed by 
I Qe Kort nozzle t o  effectively manipulate the vessel 's  heading.The focussed stream of 
. ).I 
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4 The effectiveness of the Kort nozzle has been demonstrated i n  t e s t s  conducted i n  
propulsion laboratories and a t  sea. 
water produced by the  propel ler  ins ide  the Kort nozzle no longer exs i s t s  a t  slow speeds 
and therefore the Kort nozzle has nothing t o  di rect .Also, the  vessel  can not  back up (go 
agtern) with much control  over the  steering.This i s  because the water th rus t  is  reversed 
and there is no rudder t o  d i r e c t  the  water stream.The Kort nozzle now becomes an ob- 
struction s ince  the water stream is pulled through it towards the  propeller.The Kort 
rlaz~le can not  d i r ec t  the  vesse l ' s  reversed heading and guide it through the  water as  
conventional rudder would. Because the R/V Wecoma needs a good reversing capab i l i ty  
as well as good posit ioning a b i l i t y , t h e  vessel  is equipped with a bow thruster .As a r e -  
search vessel ,  the  R/V \\recoma has t o  have the  a b i l i t y  t o  maintain posi t ion so  t h a t  exper- 
imsnts can be conducted properly.bbny times slow speeds a r e  required f o r  counter-acting 
cyrrsnts o r  doing plankton trawls. 
The R/V Wecoma is equipped with a 360' bow thrus te r  t ha t  i s  able  t o  ea s i l y  ad jus t  
the vessel ' s  position.The bow thrus te r  i s  located on the sh ip ' s  bottom near the  bow as  
it nme indicates.& shown i n  Figure 1-7 on the  following page,the bow th rus t e r  operates 
on the pr inciple  of pumping water with such force as  t o  produce motion.The pump w i l l  
suck in  water through the  intake l i n e  and seacock and pump it back out with force 
through the e x i t  l i n e  and seacock.The veloci ty  with which the  water is pumped determines 
the speed of movement of the  vessel. 'fie d i rec t ion  of movement of the  vessel  is de te r -  
qined by the ro ta t ing  vanes ins ide  the e x i t  1ine.The vanes can be adjusted i n  any di rec-  
tiop (360") and a t  any angle up t o  89" difference from the ver t ica l .At  90°,the vanes 
w a ~ l d  be closed s ince  the  vanes would be p a r a l l e l  t o  the ship '  s bottom.The vanes a r e  lo -  
cqted ins ide  the bottom p l a t e  of the  h u l l  i n  the  e x i t  1ine.When water is pumped through 
fhe bow thrus te r , the  vanes d i r ec t  the flow of the  ex i t ing  water as it e x i t s  the  line.The 
u~ssol  w i l l  rnove i n  a d i rect ion opposite t o  the  bow th rus t e r ' s  thrust.The bridge con- 
tra@ have been adjusted so  t h a t  the  vessel  w i l l  move i n  the  desired d i rec t ion  when the  
bpw th rus te r  is used. 
The concept of vanes d i rec t ing  water flow is  analogous t o  a system of louvres d i rec -  
t ing a i r  flow i n  an a i r  conditioner o r  venetian bl inds  adjusting the  amount of sunl ight  
leT i p  t o  a room.By t h i s  system of pumping water and d i rec t ing  i ts  outflow, the bow 
thruster  is  a very handy device fo r  manuevering'a vessel.Coupled together with t he  Kort 
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nozzle,these two devices made the R/V Wecoma a very manageable vessel.In the event of 
ap emergency,the bow thruster  has enough power so tha t  it can serve as the main propul- 
sion unit.Examples of an emergency are engine fa i lure  of the main engine,cracked shaf t ,  
07 lost propeller. 
The R/V Wecoma is a single screw vessel. I t  u t i l i zes  a four (4) bladed variable 
pitch propeller.This type of propeller allows greater control over the propulsion of 
the vesse1.W adjusting the pitch of the propeller, the vessel 's  speed is regulated.In 
addition,the vessel can go astern by simply adjusting the propeller blades to  s l i c e  the 
watar in reverse.Having a variable pitch propeller eliminates the need for  a large gear 
reduction system on the main engine which saves space and time.The change of direction 
and speed of the vessel can be done more ef f ic ien t ly  and with a l o t  less  trouble. 
The R/V IVecoma is  equipped with a V-16 H4ll General Motors turbocharged engine .~he  
reasan for having t h i s  engine is that  i t  is  inherently balanced which minimizes vibra- 
tion and it is quiet.These two advantages are needed on a researdl vessel where experi- 
ments may depend on no noises or  vibrational interference.Vibrationa1 interference may 
eitJler be physical,mechanical,or e lectr ica1,or  a combination of the three.Also,maximum 
q ~ i e t  induces pleasant working conditions for  the people involved. 
P e  engine is able to  deliver a maximum speed of 15.5 knots a t  900 RPMfs (revolu- 
t iws  per minute) with an output of 2860 horsepower on the shaf t  when the propeller 
pitch is s e t  t o  maximum propulsion. 
R e  engine is  located up forward next to  the bow thruster.The reason fo r  having the 
engine there is t o  eliminate the l i t t l e  noise and vibration tha t  the engine does make 
frqm ~e laboratories and sleeping quarters back a f t .  
Electr ic i ty  is provided by two (2 )  Caterpillar generators tha t  a re  capable of pro- 
&ucbrg 300 kilowatts of alternating current .Electr ic i ty  is heavily needed t o  operate 
"he vessel 's  equipment plus the many s c i e n t i f i c  instruments .The e l ec t r i c i ty  is  provided 
t at  qqpy different  voltages and as d i rec t  current so as t o  be able to  accommodate a l l  
i the different  e lec t r ica l  appliances and machinery tha t  may be used i n  research work. 
I 
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Q e  R/V IVecoma carried over forty (40) extra e l ec t r i ca l  instruments and devices tha t  
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required massive c,, -inuous consumption of e l ec t r i c i ty  in order to  do the experiments. 
Fuel i s  stored in  the fuel  tanks beneath the lower deck (see Figure 1-9) .The R/V 
Wecoma's fuel tanks are  able t o  carry 56,000 gallons of fuel  (diesel) .The R/V JVecoma 
burns  approximately 1,866 gallons per day.The daily fuel  allotment is transferred to  
the day tanks where it is fed t o  the main engine and generators. By doing t h i s  ,careful 
recard of the fuel consumption ra te  can be maintained. 
Freshwater is  stored i n  the freshwater tanks which are  also s i tuated beneath the 
I~wgr  deck (see Figure 1-9) next to  the fuel  tanks. 
The R/V Wecoma has eleven (11) tanks altogether between the lower deck and hu l l  
battom (see Figure 1-9) .Four (4) tanks are  for  fuel  along with one (1) day tank.Four 
(4) tanks are  for  ballast.0ne (1) tank is for  freshwater and the l a s t  tank is a hold- 
ipg tank for ship 's  wastes. 
Above deck, the R/V Wecoma is equipped with three (3) winches and a petty-bone 
crape that are  used to  a s s i s t  i n  sc i en t i f i c  experiments such as the Profil ing Current 
bkter (POI) experiment and Conductivity ,Temperature, and Depth (CTD) experiment. These 
experiments require the submersion of sc i en t i f i c  equipment f a r  beneath the sea surface. 
Illrough the use of these winches, the instruments involved can be lowered and retrieved. 
Each of the winches have a seperate function, One is a deep-sea winch,another a trawling 
winch,and the l a s t  a hydrowinch.Al1 the winches are  electric.The reason for  the winches 
being e l ec t r i c  i s  t o  eliminate noise and interference with the s c i e n t i f i c  experiments. 
nlc winches andpetty-bone crane are a l l  s i tuated a f t  by the f an ta i l  (see Figure 1-8a 
aqd Figure 1-8b) where the experiments take place. 
The hydrowinch and trawling winch are  out on the boat deck above the fantail.The 
cleep-sea winch is below the f an ta i l  deck with the cable running up and out through the 
petty-bone crane.The deep-sea winch is  equipped with 30,000 fee t  of 1 / 2  inch braided 
wire cable.The trawling winch is  equipped with 20,000 fee t  of 3/8 wire wound conductor 
cable.The hydrowinch is equipped with 30,000 fee t  of 3/16 wire cable .With the winches 
well stocked with cable, the R/V Wecoma can operate almost everywhere in  every ocean. 
The anly exceptions being some of the deeper trenches such as the Philippine Trench, 
bp~iqqi Trench, e t c  . 
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The R/V Wecoma is equipped with a work launch,that is easily launched,to be used 
in scientific experiments that occur in shallow waters near atolls,reefs,shoals,and 
islands,etc.The work launch can also act as the second vessel in experiments requiring 
two vessels. 
I 
Going back inside,sleeping quarters for both the crew and scientists is located I 
I 
aft of the engine room on the lower deck (see Figure 1-9).The forward lower deck is 
the engine room.The lower deck midships is the sleeping quarters and the stem section 
is the deep-sea winch 1ocker.The crew have the staterooms closest to the engine room 
and the scientists have the staterooms furthest from the engine room.The berthing I 
arrangements are structured like this so as to provide maximum quiet and comfort lor I 
the scientists. 









Each stateroom consists of two bunks (except one which has four),a closed desk,a 
seTtee,two closets,a sink,and a combined sundry rack and mirror.Al1 the rooms are 
s~ylsd in simulated mahogany finish with appropiate lighting and have air conditioning. 
In addition,there are antenna jacks in each room so radios and televisions can be plug- 
ged in and have excellent reception. The onboard movies can be seen individually in the 
roams if so desired by simply connecting a television to the antenna jack. The living 
D m  1 z 
qrrangements ,which can accommodate up to  sixteen (16) sc i en t i s t s  in  addition to  the 
ship's crew,have been made as comfortable and pleasant as the vessel ' s  s i ze  permits. 
Continuing upward, the main deck (see Figure 1-9 and Figure 1-10) runs the length 
of t he  vessel from the bow t o  the fantail.The f an ta i l  deck is actually a continuation 
of the main deck.It is on the main deck that  the laboratories a re  s i tuated.  
The R/V Wecoma is equipped with two (2)  laboratories for  s c i e n t i f i c  instruments 
and experiments.0ne is a wet lab for  experiments incorporating water or other l iquids 
i n  ~ e i r  operation.The other is the dry lab where electronic equipment such as corn- 
pu.~~rs,recorders,plotters,and printers  a re  kept.Much of the data processing is done 
in t h i s  1aboratory.These two laboratories together occupy 1,000 square fee t  of space. 
Tlle laboratories have d i rec t  access to  the f an ta i l  deck where many of the experiments 
take place.The f an ta i l  deck has over 1,200 square fee t  of space which allows plenty 
af room for experiments.Being structured as such,the R/V Wecoma i s  well sui ted for  
handling research work. 
Going fonvard and back inside,the galley and combined library/lounge are  forward 
qf the laboratories on the main deck.The l ibrary  is stocked (over 1,000 volumes) with 
novels on almost any subject,The l ibrary is equipped with a television tha t  plays 
over 200 video games - i n  addition to  normal operation.The television also provides 
daily showings of top rated films tha t  have been provided as entertainment.(Examples 
4r.e :Saturday Night Fever ,Heaven C a n  Wait ,Murder On The Orient Express, Looking For Mr. 
Gg~dbar,etc.)There is also an international radio tha t  receives worldwide with excel- 
ippt  yeception.The l ibrary  is s tyled as a den with nautical decor and finishings and 
]la$ comfortable furniture.  
The galley is well supplied with cooking utensi ls  and modern cooking equipment. 
Erleals a re  served three times a day with a choice of entrees.A person i s  permitted to  
cqt p he or  she chooses.The galley is also equipped with a television tha t  can show 
the movies o r  have a different  television show on,from the one i n  the 1ibrary.The 
gq$iey operates l i ke  a cafeter ia  but on a smaller scale and with be t t e r  food. 
Above the main deck is the boat deck (see Figure 1-1,Figure 1-2,Figure 1-9,and 
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Figure 1- 11) where the petty-bone crane ,hydrowinch, trawling winch, and work launch a re  
1ocated.The boat deck,in addition,contains the l i f e r a f t s  (the R/V Wecoma has no l i f e -  
boats).Behind the bridge and forward of the winch area,the boat deck has available 
spflce.?"nis spare space is u t i l i zed  for  portable laboratories tha t  come i n  the shape of 
containers.These containers are  similar or  ident ical  t o  the containers shipped by con- 
tainerships and trucks.The R/V Wecoma carried two (2) containers for  the NORPAX/FGGE 
cqedition.This arrangement fo r  portable laboratories makes it  very easy for  univer- 
sities and research ins t i tu t ions  to  send the i r  s c i en t i f i c  equipment i n  one big bulk 
shipment to  the R/V !Yecoma and have it protected while onboard.Also,if the expedition 
is crowded,the portable laboratories can serve as instant  s c i e n t i f i c  f a c i l i t i e s  .The 
partable laboratories a re  equipped with l ighting and e l ec t r i ca l  f ixtures  tha t  readily 
connect to  the ship 's  e l ec t r i ca l  system.Both portable laboratories on the NORPAX/FGGE 
expadition belonged to  Scripps Inst i tut ion of Oceanography. 
Slightly raised above the boat deck and forward of the mast i s  the bridge and 
bridge wings (see Figure 1-1,Figure 1-2,Figure 1-9,and Figure 1-11).The bridge i s  the 
control center of the vessel.The engine th ro t t l e  for  regulating speed and pitch con- 
trol for adjusting propulsion are  both found on the bridge.However the engine can not 
be s tar ted from the bridge.The engine is a i r - s t a r t ed  by the engineer i n  the engine 
rqom upon receiving the command from the bridge via  the telegraph. 
Steering is  done by the automatic pilot.There i s  no steering wheel on the R/V 
Wecaqa. In manual operation,the steering is  done by a joystick that  directs  the Kort 
nozzle which in  turn directs  the sh ip ' s  heading.The steering system i s  operated by 
4 standard Sperry gyro tha t  is based on t rue degrees.Should the gyro ever fa i1 , the  
y e ~ ; s p l  is equipped with a magnetic compass. 
f ie  R/V Wecoma can also be operated from three (3) additional control centers lo-  
cated (see Figure 1 - 1 2  on following page) on the bridge wings and a f t e r  boat deck.Al1 
~ a n t r o l  centers can s t ee r  the vesse1,move the vesse1,and operate the bow thruster.Ex- 
p e r i ~ ~ e n t s  often require del icate  manuevering of the vessel which can only be done by 
u$sw$ overseeing of the situation.These control centers are  also valuable i n  docking 
br idge  
Fi g 
Addi t i o  
Symbol f o r  
c o n t r o l  ce  n t e r s  
[wing I 
house 
u re  1-12 
nal  Vess 
C e n t e r s  
e l  Cont ro l  
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~perations.In cases l ike th is , the  vessel is  controlled from one of these additional 
cantrol centers where the ship 's  of f icer  on watch has a be t te r  view of the s i tua t ion  
and can manuever the vessel accordingly. 
The R/V Wecoma is equipped with two (2)  Decca radars that  operate on ten mega- 
hertz (10 M4z) .The one radar is a navigational radar u t i l ized  i n  harbors and other 
similar geographical areas.This radar has i ts  heading s e t  t o  the bow of the ship. 
The other radar is  a plot t ing radar used out on the open ocean to  a s s i s t  i n  navi- 
gati~n.This radar has i ts  heading s e t  to  true north by a gyro incorporated i n  the uni t .  
Vi is  radar has absolute s tab i l iza t ion  which makes it very precise. 
For determining the vessel'  s position ( la t i tude and longitude) , the R/V Wecoma de- 
pends upon a satel l i te .The s a t e l l i t e  w i l l  p lot  the vessel ' s  exact position to  within 
159 feet of the actual point on the Earth.This is extremely crucial  because s c i e n t i f i c  
experiments depend on accurate positioning in  order to  know exactly where they are  t o  
ba conducted or have been conducted. 
The s a t e l l i t e  i s  a Navy s a t e l l i t e  that  broadcasts i t ' s  position above the Earth 
i n  rolation to  the Earth's para l le l  and meridian coordinates.The s a t e l l i t e  w i l l  inform 
thg vessel as to  when it w i l l  come over the horizon (in relat ion to  the vessel ' s  posi- 
tian on the Earth), the elevation above the Earth,and the specif ic  tangent angle i n  re-  
lation to  the vessel a t  that  moment.The tangent angle i s  the angle between the sa t e l -  
Ittots position above the Earth and the tangent l ine  between the s a t e l l i t e  and vessel 
3s the s a t e l l i t e  comes over the horizon.It should be remembered tha t  a t  t h i s  very in-  
qlmt,the tangent l ine  between the s a t e l l i t e  and vessel w i l l  touch the spherical a rc  
af thp Earth.The spherical a rc  is the curvature of the Earth, 
QI the R / V  Wecoma's bridge there is a receiving uni t  called the navigator which 
will take the s a t e l l i t e ' s  information and process it.The navigator i s  a computer tha t  
is informed, upon departure from port ,  of the vessel ' s intended course, intended speed, 
an3 position (at  time of departure) .The navigator then combines the above pieces of 
illfarmation with the received s a t e l l i t e  information and calculates the vessel 's  posi- 
tiqn pn the Earth. W i  thout explaining the actual mathimatical process involved, the 
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navigator employs sherical trigonometry based upon the Ibppler s h i f t  of radio waves to  
make its calculations .As stated before, t h i s  ins tment  i s  accurate to  within 150 f e e t  of 
the actual la t i tude  and longitude coordinates. 
As a backup t o  the navigator,the R/V Wecoma has an Omega Loran C receiver tha t  can 
plot position by radio waves.The Loran C receiver incorporates a micro-processor tha t  
not 
filters out "noise" such as skywaves.This insturment i s  f a i r l y  accurate but does'com- 
par0 to the navigator. 
To determine ship 's  speed,the radar (only good when you have reference points such 
HS lmd),navigator,and Loran C are used.In addition,the vessel is equipped with a 
Sperry speed log.1'he speed log is a sonar that  determines speed from the Doppler s h i f t  
af reflected radio waves off the water par t ic les  as the vessel moves through the water. 
Water depth i s  determined by e i ther  two (2) precision depth recorders (PDR's) o r  a 
fathometer .The precision depth recorders (PDRf s )  w i l l  be defined in the next chapter. 
me fathometer is a sonar tha t  detects the sea f loor  via radio waves tha t  are  sent  out 
and reflected back.The fathometer will convert the reflected radio waves and t h e i r  in-  
fopnation into a graphic display that  can be read.The fathometer,however,is only effec- 
t j v ~  for depths of 4,800 fee t  or less .  
For receiving weather information,which is important to  both the operation of the 
vessel and s c i e n t i f i c  experiments,the R/V Wecoma i s  equipped with a Great SPR-4 weather 
receiver and an Alden IIarine Fex graphic weather receiver.The graphic weather receiver 
is 4 unique weather receiver that  electronically reproduces an actual weather map based 
upon the weather transmission.See Appendix A f o r  actual map. 
C~mrnunication with land is  provided by a s ingle  side band (SSB) and a Lorain radio 
cjccpdcr.The Lorain radio decoder allows the vessel t o  be i n  contact with i t s  homebase 
v iq  an encoded radio transmission tha t  only the homebase receiver can decipher. 
nje SSB is a standard radio transmitter and receiver that  contacts a land based 
rnqriqe receiving station.Radio communication with land is needed for  notifying respec- 
tive universit ies and research ins t i tu t ions  of the progress of s c i e n t i f i c  experiments. 
Also,if cer tain equipment is needed or replacement parts, the radio provides immediate 
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contact with the appropiate party. 
Local weather information is  an important aspect of the research operation and the 
R/V Wecoma is therefore equipped with cer tain weather instruments . 
The vessel has two (2) aerovanes tha t  indicate wind speed and direction.These i n -  
s twents  are  electronically operated with d ig i t a l  recorders in  the drylab.This allows 
the scientists the convenience of simply looking a t  the d ig i t a l  recorder for  the wind 
The R/V Wecoma has three (3) rain guages for  indicating precipitation. One is posi- 
tioned on the boat deck along the railing.The others are  located up i n  the mast so as 
to mintain minimum interference with data gathering.Tubes run down the mast t o  the 
boat deck so that  they can be read. 
Surface sea temperature is given by a thermometer i n  the engine room hul l  plate  
a d  a thermosal inograph . 
Conventional thermometers and barometers give the a i r  temperature and barometric 
pressure.In addition,some of the s c i e n t i f i c  instruments used in  the experiments give 
these readings along with sea surface temperature. 
hluch of the navigation equipment,comnunication equipment,and weather equipment tha t  
llas been mentioned i s  located i n  the mast (see Figure 1-13) .By having the equipment lo- 
cqted there, the equipment is able to  function with the l eas t  amount of interference. 
blanning of the R/V Wecoma is as fol1ows:one (1) master and two (2) mates with ocean 
licenses, three (3) engineers, four (4 )  deckhands, one (1) combined electronics technician 
qnd radio operator,one (1) cook,and a messman.By having th i s  complement of crew,the R/V 
lriepopla is in compliance with U.S.Coast Guard regulations and needed manning of a re-  
me R/V Wecoma leases for  $5,000.00 per day.Much of the needed funds i s  provided by 
t$e National Science Foundation (NSF),National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admini- 
stration (NOAA),universities such as Oregon State  University (OSU) and the University 
of Hawaii (UH) ,and research ins t i tu t ions  such as Scripps Ins t i tu t ion  of Oceanography 
[SIQ).The source of funds w i l l  of course vary depending on who i s  conducting s c i e n t i f i c  
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experi~nents with the R/V Wecoma. 
The R/V Wecoma has now been analyzed from the keel  up t o  the mast with d i rec ted  
ttention towards the s t ruc tu r a l  design and equipment t ha t  makes the  vessel  well  su i t ed  
for  the r o l l  of research ship.The combination of s t r uc tu r a l  charac te r i s t i cs  such as the  
cutter lines,low p r o f i l e  superstructure,high sea-breaking bow,stabil izing f i n s , l a rge  
f ~ t a i 1 , a n d  appropiate i n t e r i o r  layout as  well  as  equipment charac te r i s t i cs  such as  the 
quiet low vibrat ional  engine,bow thruster ,Kort  nozzle s tee r ing  mechanism,winches,petty- 
b a ~ e  crane ,navigational instruments ,and weather instruments make the  R/V Wecoma an 
ideal research vessel.The R/V Wecoma's app l icab i l i ty  t o  s c i e n t i f i c  research projects  is 
well defined and i s  undoubtably one of the reasons f o r  being se lected t o  pa r t i c ipa t e  i n  
t$e NORPAX/FGGE expedition. 
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Scientific Data Collection Techniques. 
[As used on the R/V Wecoma in conjunction 
with the NORPAXIFGGE expedition legs 12- 
15 between Hawaii and Tahiti (1980) . ] 
The techniques of scientific data collection varied with each of the experiments 
being conducted.The methods of obtaining the raw data,extracting the desired data,and 
retaining it all depended on which experiment was being performed.Therefore it is 
esssntial to look at each experiment respectively in order to observe the method used. 
All instumentation as well as modes of operation will be examined in this format. 
There were eight (8) experiments being conducted on the NORPAX/FGGE expeditions. 
Toe first experiment was the Conductivity ,Temperature, and Depth (CTD) experiment. The 
second experiment was the Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT) .The third experiment was 
the Profiling Current bkter (PCM) experiment.The fourth experiment was also a PCM but 
i t  utilized a computer and sonar for deriving current profiles.This experiment was 
I~nsicnlly a comparison o f  the computer/sonar PCM against the other P a 1  which utilized 
aapdsraas for deriving current profiles.The fifth experiment was a surface current 
study utilizing drift buoys that were set adrift and then tracked by satellite.The 
sixth experiment was a solar radiation experiment of the incoming sunlight.The seventh 
e3periment was the Atmospheric Gas Sampling (AGS) analysis of the quantities of gases 
in  the atmosphere.The last experiment was a dissolved nutrient study of dissolved 
ejenlents in the water.Each experiment will now be examined individually. 
I '  
The CTD experiment was a /chemical analysis of the ocean waters down to a depth of 
.' 
1,015 meters.The CTD did an analysis of the temperature,dissolved oxygen leve1,conduc- 
tivity,pressure,and salinity of the water column from the surface down to 1,015 meters. 
pt? temperature was obtained by the use of thermometers.The dissolved oxygen content 
was obtained by an oxygen sensor.The conductivity was derived from a conductivity cell, 
wyld pressure was obtained by the use of a strain-page pressure sensor.Saiinity was 
then calculated mathimatically from combining the above data.Al1 of these data guages 
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were attached t o  a mctal cage un i t  ,along with a ba t te ry  pack f o r  power,and lead weights 
for preventing d r i f t  . 
The cage un i t  is  ca l led  a f ish.Figure 2 - 1  below depicts  the f i s h  with the da ta  
pages attached.The elongated containers on the  upper pa r t  of the f i s h  a r e  ca l l ed  Niskin 
battles.Collectively,the f i s h  with the at tached p a g e s  is  ca l led  the CTD unit.As the CI'D 
i gure  
I 
unit descended i n  the water column,the data  was obtained i n s t an t l y  and received simul- I 
j tapcously on board the WV Wecoma.The data  was transmitted v i a  an e l e c t r i c  cable t h a t  
was spl iced i n to  the wire l i n e  holding the CTD unit.The wire l i n e  used f o r  lowering and 
hguiipg up the  CTD u n i t  was the 3/8 inch wire cable on the  trawling winch.The petty-bone 
cyqqe was used t o  l i f t  it i n  and out of the water. 
The receiving unit,which was i n  the drylab,consisted of a CTD d i g i t a l  readout t e r -  
m i n ~ l j  an oscil loscope,  and a computer. The CTD d i g i t a l  readout terminal would v i sua l l y  
- 
display the readings by light emmiting diodes.This allowed for instant observation of 
the data so that the scientists could see how the experiment was progressing. 
The oscilloscope interpreted the data as a wave.The oscilloscope was used to monitor 
the progress of the experiment as it took place.The purpose of the oscilloscope was to 
watch for "noise" which is interference caused by external forces.These external forces 
cpuld be n~echanical ,electrical ,physical ,or biological. 
The computer was used for extracting and retaining the data.As the raw data was re- 
cpivsd by the computer, the computer would sort the information and send it to the re- 
cording instruments to be recorded. The recording instruments consisted of a teletype 
printer, a plotter, and a tape recorder. 
The teletype printer would print the data the same way a typewriter would.The plot- 
ter w ~ u l d  record the data in the form of graphs and the tape recorder would record the 
&ta as "clicks" on the tape. 
me entire CTD experiment was conducted by the scientists from the laboratory via 
electronics. Through the use of a telephone ,the scientists were in contact with the 
crags and winch operator who would lower and raise the CTD unit as directed.The scien- 
tists would also use the telephone to contact the bridge which was responsible for 
maintaining the vessel on station (in position) . 
Tp addition to the above role,the CTD unit also took water samples at different prc- 
selected depths.The purpose of the water samples was to have extra data that could be 
exaninad onboard to verify the proper functioning of the CTD unit.Through the use of on- 
ng equipment,the scientists could check the water samples and then compare 
Qcpl to the electronically recorded data.These water samples were also used in the nu- 
t r jep t  cxperiment.For obtaining the water samples,two (2) special instruments were used. 
The one instrument was the Inversion thermometer.The Inversion thermometer is a 
thawmeter that is held in an inverted (upside down) position until the desired depth 
for taking a water sample is reached.The Inversion thermometer is fastened to the out- 
side Q$ a Niskin bott1e;and at the same time that the Niskin bottle takes the water 
smplp,$he Inversion thermometer takes the temperature.The Inversion thermometer,upon 
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receiving the signal to take the water sample will flip around to its upright position. 
The signal is an electrical impulse that triggers a mechanical diaphram to release the 
Inversion thermometer and Niskin bottle.& the Inversion thermometer flips around,the 
mercury in the thermometer will flow into the recording tube and record the temperature. 
It should be noted that prior to this moment,the mercury was stored in a storage tube 
that is connected to the recording tubc .I Iowcver upon being uprighted,a small valve opens 
letting the mercury flow out into the recording tube.When the correct temperature has 
been recorded,the mercury stops flowing and the valve prevents further mercury flow.The 
mount of mercury in the recording tube can not change so the reading is therefore con- 
stmt.This is how the temperature of the water sample is recorded. 
The other instrument used was the Niskin bott1e.A Niskin bottle (see Figure 2-2) is 
a bollow cylinder with a plug at each end.The Niskin bottle is lowered vertically (on 
the CTD unit) with the plugs held open so ,as to allow water to pass through it .Wen the 
Figure 2 - 2 .  
N i s k i n  
b o t t l e  
Q p e n .  
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desired depth is reached,the plugs will snap back into place sealing the Niskin bottle 
with the water sample inside.At the same moment that this occurred,the Inversion ther- 
namefsr will have flipped around and recorded the temperature of the water being 
sampled.The plugs are held open by a nylon line that is connected to a small mechanical 
dig~hrarn which releases the nylon lanyard upon receipt of a electrical signal.The dia- 
phram i s  a device that will open when an electrical impulse is sent to it.It is basically 
alafch that is in a closed position but opens when charged with electrical current.The 
elscfrical impulse is sent down the wire cable from the 1aboratory.The Niskin bottle is 
r l ~ p e d  like this so as to let the scientists choose when the sampling is to be done.If 
tempBssture is not important,the Niskin bottles are used without the Inversion thermom- 
etsr8,After the Niskin bottle and Inversion thermometers are brought up,along with the 
CTD unit,the temperature is recorded in a logbook and the water samples sent through a 
salynometer for salinity analysis.After the salinity analysis,oxygen analyses are done. 
The salynometer is an electrical device that determines salinity and then visually 
displays the data results by light emitting diodes.The data readout is then recorded in 
a iagbook for later reference. 
The oxygen analysis is a chemical test where chemicals are added to the water Sam- 
ple.As the chemicals are added,reactions take place which are visually observed by the 
scieqtists.The resulting reactions indicate the level of dissolved oxygen.These obser- 
vqfians are logged along with the salinity results and temperature readings for later 
references. 
A l l  the data reults from both the CTD and the water samples are sent back to 
Scrtpps Institution of Oceanography for further testing and studies.Based upon these 
sfqdf@a,theories will be formulated to explain the structure of seawater. 
The location of all sampling is given at the end of the chapter. 
The second major experiment was the Expendable Bathythermograph experiment.The 
Eypendqble Bathythermograph,hereaftex known as the XBT,is a temperature profile study 
of  fher oceans down to a depth of 450 meters.The XBT has different depth ranges depending 
oq $t is used.The XBT experiment served two functions-The first function of the XBT 
t o  gather data which is then analyzed for purposes of understanding the topography 
the sea surface.By analysis of the temperature structure of the ocean,the topography 
the sea surface is derived. 
The second function of the XBT was to supply information to the U.S. Navy on the 
emperature structure of the ocean water masses.The U.S. Navy uses the data to conduct 
bmarine warfare.It has been detemined that water masses of different temperatures can 
hide pubmarines due to their different termal structures which blanket the submarine 
from surface detecting devices. 
The XBT experiment involves two instrumentstthe expenable bathythermograh,and the 
hernograph rec0rder.A~ shown below in Fizure 2-3,the expendable bathythermograph is a 
arpedo-shaped unit with a thermister in the nose and a spool of fine two-conductor 
opper wire that unwinds as the XBT descends through the water colunm.0nce the XBT is 
wire l ead ing  back spool o f  t he rmi s to r  
t o  bathythermograph copper wire  
r w o r d e r  o n b o a r d  t h a t  unravels  1 
I n t e r i o r  
view. 
freefalls at a constant rate and the termister records the temperature.The 
data is sent back to the thermograph recorder via the copper wire.Figure 2-4 
XBT descendind the water column.At 450 meters,the spool of wire has run out 
breaks free.The XBT will continue to the bottom never to be seen again.The 
of the XBT is determined by the length of wire on the spool.If one desires 
temperature profile of greater depth,an XBT with more wire is utilized. 
The XBT provides a continuous readout of temperature as long as the electrical 
cqnngction is maintained.The wire,that is being unwound as the XBT descends,is connected 
to rha thermograph recorder which is graphically recording the temperature data on paper. 
The thermograph recorder is simply an electrical receiver that converts the electrically 
tranqm$tted temperature data into a graphic image.The X-axis of the graph is temperature 
and the Y-axis of the graph is depth.The graph is a simple inverse relationship of 
dqcrggsing temperature with increasing depth. 
5ke whole process of doing the XBT requires one minute.The graphs are sent to the 
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avy immediately a s  a  r a d i o  t r ansmiss ion .The  g raphs  themselves  a r e  s e n t  t o  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  
of Bawaii f o r  topograph ic  s t u d i e s .  I I 
1 
The Navy must have t h e  d a t a  w i t h i n  s i x  h o u r s  f o l l o w i n g  t h e  dropping of an XBT.This 
I 
is so they can produce maps of t h e  t empera tu re  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  w a t e r  mass q u i c k l y  which I 
I 
an rhen be forwarded t o  t h e  submarines.The submarines  t h e n  u t i l z e  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  i 
! 
1 iqdlng h i d i n g  s p o t s  i n  t h e  w a t e r  mass ,Af te r  s i x  h o u r s  t h e  XBT d a t a  i s  i n v a l i d  s i n c e  t h e  I 
I 
temperature s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  w a t e r  mass may no l o n g e r  be  e x s i s t a n t  i n  t h e  same way a3 i t  
w.The h i d i n g  s p o t  t h a t  might have e x s i s t e d  s i x  h o u r s  ago may n o t  b e  t h e r e  anyrnore.It  
should be no ted  t h a t  t h e  XBT d a t a  i s  s t i l l  v a l i d  f o r  t h e  topograph ic  s tudies .However  t h e  ;I 
small changes t h a t  do o c c u r  a r e  c r u c i a l  i n  de te rmin ing  h i d i n g  s p o t s .  
1 
// 
The XBT was a  r e l i a b l e  i n s t r u m e n t  t h a t  f u n c t i o n e d  w e l l  though t h e r e  were a  few c a s e s  I // 
of questionable readings.Many of t h e  q u e s t i o n a b l e  r e a d i n g s  were s imply due t o  f a i l u r e  of /I 




The P r o f i l i n g  Cur ren t  Meter (PCM) exper iment  was a  c u r r e n t  s t u d y  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t s  i n  1 
the e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c  down t o  a dep th  of 500 meters .The PCM exper iment  r e q u i r e d  t h e  u s e  
i 
of seven ins t ruments .The  r e q u i r e d  i n s t r u m e n t s  were an a a n d e r a a , a  p r o f i l i n g  c u r r e n t  mete r  
h a l l  (PCMH),a p r e c i s i o n  dep th  r e c o r d e r  (PDR),two t a p e  r e c o r d e r s , a n  aanderaa  t r a n s l a t o r ,  
and a s t r i p c h a r t  r e c o r d e r .  
The a a d e r a a  i s  t h e  d a t a  c o l l e c t i n g  u n i t  which i s  s e n t  down t o  c o l l e c t  t h e  data .The 
am&xaa is  a s o p h i s t i c a t e d  e l e c t r o n i c  u n i t  t h a t  r e c o r d s  t h e  v e l o c i t y  of t h e  c u r r e n t  and 
the d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  c u r r e n t  a s  i t  descends  t h e  w a t e r  column.The a a n d e r a a , a s  d e p i c t e d  i n  
Figure 2 -5 , i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  comprised of seven p a r t s  t h a t  make i t  f u n c t i o n .  
The b a t t e r y  s u p p l i e s  t h e  power.The vane,which i s  a  modif ied Savonius  r o t o r , r e v o l v e s  
09 i ts  a x i s  due t o  t h e  c u r r e n t  f lowing by i t . T h e  r e v o l u t i o n  c o u n t e r  c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  v e l -  
oci ry  of t h e  cur ren t .The  r e v o l u t i o n  c o u n t e r  is  connected t o  t h e  vane by a  s h a f t  t h a t  
sqyyas, a s  t h e  a x i s  of t h e  vane.The c a l c u l a t e d  v e l o c i t y  i s  t h e n  s e n t  t o  t h e  encoder .  
The p r e s s u r e  guage r e c o r d s  t h e  p r e s s u r e  which i s  t h e n  t r a n s l a t e d  t o  dep th  and s e n t  
t o  the encoder  f o r  encoding.  
'$he compass,which i s  an  e l e c t r o n i c  compass , records  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  c u r r e n t  based  
i 
Figure  2 - 5 .  
The above diagrams d e p i c t  t h e  i n s i d e s  of t h e  aanderaa  
a s  i t  would appear  when viewed from b o t h  s i d e s . T h e  
below l e f t  diagram p r o v i d e s  a view of b o t h  s i d e s  of 
t h e  c i r c u i t  board.The below r i g h t  diagram d e p i c t s  t h e  
aanderaa  a s  i t  would appear  when encased  i n  i t ' s  cy-- 
l i n d e r  c a s e .  I n  o t h e r  words,  i t s  o u t s i d e  appearance.  
I 
on the p o s i t i o n  of t h e  u n i t  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  North ,East ,West ,and South.The p o s i t i o n  of t h e  
aanderaa is  determined by t h e  PCMH which w i l l  l i n e  up i n t o  t h e  c u r r e n t . T h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n  
i~ then s e n t  t o  t h e  encoder  t o  be  encoded a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  o t h e r  i n f o r m a t i o n .  
The encoder  i s  a  d e v i c e  t h a t  c o n v e r t s  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  p i e c e s  of d a t a  i n t o  a message 
that; can then  be  p u t  on t ape .0nce  t h e  d a t a  h a s  been encoded , the  d a t a  i s  p u t  on t a p e .  
The aanderaa  recorded  d a t a  e v e r y  t h i r t y  seconds  as t h a t  was t h e  chosen sampling t ime.  
In o the r  w o r d s , t h e r e  would b e  a new r e a d o u t  of v e l o c i t y , d e p t h , a n d  d i r e c t i o n  e v e r y  t h i r t y  
s g a ~ ~ d s  which was p u t  on tape.The aanderaa  o p e r a t e d  f o r  seventy-two (72)  h o u r s  consecu- 
tively a s  t h a t  was t h e  l i f e t i m e  of t h e  b a t t e r y . T h i s  does  n o t  mean t h a t  t h e  u n i t  was b e i n g  
u ~ e d  f o r  seventy-two (72) hours  c o n s e c u t i v e l y ' b u t  t h a t  i t  was l e f t  runn ing  f o r  t h a t  p e r i o d  
of t i lpe .After  seventytwo (72) h o u r s , a  new b a t t e r y  was needed ,as  w e l l  a s  a  new tape.The 
teppa used i n  t h e  aanderaa  were on ly  c a p a b l e  of seventytwo (72) h o u r s  con t inuous  oper- 
a t i an .  
The PCPH is  t h e  u n i t  used f o r  c a r r y i n g  t h e  aanderaa  down through t h e  w a t e r  co1umn.A~ 
shqwn i n  F igure  2-6 , the  PCMH i s  c o n s t r u c t e d  of p l a s t i c  p i p e  w i t h  n e g a t i v e l y  buoyant  
f lqtgpion b a l l s  i n s i d e  of i t . T h e  purpose  of t h i s  u n i t  i s  t o  b r i n g  t h e  aanderaa  down a t  a  
slow p r e s c r i b e d  r a t e  of descen t .Thfs  p e r m i t s  t h e  aanderaa  t o  c o l l e c t  t h e  d a t a  p r o p e r l y . I n  
othgf words ,ge t  a c c u r a t e  r e a d i n g s . F i g u r e  2-7 d e p i c t s  t h e  PC)% w i t h  t h e  a a n d e r a a  going 
Exterior view. 
Interior view. 
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dapm.The PCMH h o l d t h e  aanderaa  i n  a v e r t i c a l  p o s i t i o n  w i t h  t h e  vane f a c i n g  downward.The 
PCFpi $9 a t t a c h e d  t o  a t h i n  w i r e  c a b l e  t h a t  h a s  a  we i9h t  on t h e  end of  i t  s o  a s  t o  h e l p  
mqiqtain a  v e r t i c a l  w i r e  and p r o p e r  d e s c e n t  of  t h e  u 3 i t . A  s t o ~ p e r  n e a r  t h e  end of t h e  l i n e  
w i l l  s t o p  t h e  u n i t  from f u r t h e r  descen t .The  s t o p p e r  i s  meant t o  keep t h e  u n i t  away from 
the weight which could  d e s t r o y  t h e  u n i t . T h e  we igh t  was a  l e a d  vrei:!~t of approx imate ly  300 
paunds. 
1 The e n t i r e  r i g  was f a s t e n e d  t o  t h e  v e s s e l  by a  winch which p u t  down t h e  l i n e  and 
hauled up t h e  1ine .The l i n e  w i t h  t h e  we igh t  would be  s e n t  down f i r s t  t o  500 meters .The 
PCM wi th  t h e  aanderaa  would t h e n  be  a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e  l i n e  a t  t h e  s u r f a c e  and a l lowed t o  
dgscand s l o w l y  t o  t h e  stopper.Upon r e a c h i n g  t h e  s t o p p e r  t h e  whole t h i n g  would b e  hau led  
up,Altogether t h e  PCM r e q u i r e d  approx imate ly  one hour and f i f t e e n  minutes.Most of t h e  
tlqe was used f o r  d e s c e n t  of t h e  PCM.Five minu tes  was needed t o  p u t  t h e  l i n e  o u t  and t h e  
u n i t  q t t a c h e d ; a n d  e i g h t  minu tes  was needed t o  h a u l  up t h e  u n i t , d i s c o n n e c t  i t , a n d  s tow t h e  
equipment . 
The p r e c i s i o n  dep th  r e c o r d e r  (PDR) is  used t o  observe  t h e  d e s c e n t  of t h e  PCM.The PDR 
is a fa thomete r  t h a t  t r a c k s  t h e  PCM a s  i t  descends  by sonar.The PDR g r a p h i c a l l y  r e c o r d s  
the descen t  of t h e  PCM on paper.The weight  is  a l s o  marked on t h e  graph s i n c e  t h e  s o n a r  i s  
capable of "seeing"  it.When t h e  PCM no  l o n g e r  shows any d e s c e n t  and i t  i s  v e r y  c l o s e  t o  
tbs w l i g h t , t h e  s c i e n t i s t s  i n  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y  know t h a t  t h e  PCM h a s  completed i t s  p r o f i l e .  
Tha whole t h i n g  may then  be hau led  up.The PDR,PCMH,and aanderaa  are used everyday a s  t h e  
d i f fe ren t  s t a t i o n s  came up. 
The o t h e r  f o u r  i n s t r u m e n t s  a r e  used e v e r y  seventytwo ( 7 2 )  h o u r s  when a  f u l l  t a p e  of 
dqtq has been recorded.When a f u l l  t a p e  of d a t a  i s  o b t a i n e d , i t  i s  t h e n  removed from t h e  
aqnd~rqa  and p u t  on one o f  t h e  t a p e  r e c o r d e r s - T h e  o t h e r  t a p e  r e c o r d e r  i s  r i g g e d  t o  r e c o r d  
o f f  the  f i r s t  one s o  t h a t  an e x t r a  d a t a  t a p e  can be o b t a i n e d . T h i s  i s  done i n  c a s e  t h e  
first one ( o r i g i n a l )  i s  damaged , los t ,o r  e r a s e d .  
The aanderaa  t r a n s l a t o r  i s  a decoder  t h a t  w i l l  c o n v e r t  t h e  encoded d a t a  t a p e s  i n t o  
datq $ba t  t h e  s t r i p c h a r t  r e c o r d e r  can unders tand  and g r a p h i c a l l y  r e p r e s e n t . T h e  t r a n s l a t o r  
ba~ici i i l ly  decodes t h e  d a t a  t h a t  was encoded by t h e  aanderaa.The decoded d a t a  is  then  
r e p r ~ k a n t e d  a s  g raphs  by t h e  s t r i p c h a r t  r e c o r d e r . T o  f a c i l i t a t e  comprehension of how t h e  
dqrq  f lows through t h e  d i f f e r e n t  i n s t r u m e n t s , F i g u r e  2-8 on t h e  f o l l o w i n g  page d e p i c t s  t h e  
flsw af  d a t a  from when i t  is  i n i t i a l l y  r e c e i v e d  t o  t o  when i t  i s  g r a p h i c a l l y  recorded .  
Thg graph produced by t h e  s t r i p c h a r t  r e c o r d e r  i s  t h e  v i s u a l  p r o f i l e  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t s .  
The accumulat ion of many such c u r r e n t  p r o f i l e s  o v e r  an a r e a  g i v e  s c i e n t i s t s  t h e  i n f o r -  
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CURRENT VELOCITY 
ENCODER i n  
TAPE RECORDER # 1  
p l a y i n g  t a p e  f r o m  
r e c o r d i n g  s p a r e  TRANSLATOR 
d e c o d i  n g  d a t a .  
N q t e :  The s p a r e  t a p e  t h a t  i s  made i s  n o t  
u s e d  i f  t h e  o r i g i n a l  r e m a i n s  i n  
g o o d  c o n d i t i o n  o r  i s  n o t  l o s t .  
I t  i s  m e r e l y  a  b a c k u p  t o  t h e  
o r i g i n a l  t a p e . I f  i t  i s  n e e d e d ;  
t h e  d i a g r a m  d e p i c t s  t h e  f l o w  o f  
d a t a  a s  w o u l d  o c c u r  i n  s u c h  a  
s i t u a t i o n .  
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mation needed t o  propose t h e i r  t h e o r i e s  on ocean c i r c u l a t i o n . B o t h  t h e  t a p e s  and g raphs  
ars taken back t o  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  of Hawaii f o r  a n a l y s i s  and s tudy.The l o c a t i o n s  of t h e  
cprrent p r o f i l e s  t h a t  were conducted i s  n o t e d  l a t e r  i n  t h e  c h a p t e r .  
The second PCM exper iment  b e i n g  conducted invo lved  t h e  use  of s o n a r  f o r  d e t e r m i n i n g  
the c u r r e n t  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  w a t e r  column. 
5he sonar /computer  p r o f i l i n g  c u r r e n t  mete r  (SCPCM) exper iment  was an a c o u s t i c  method 
of  d e r i v i n g  c u r r e n t  p r o f i l e s . T h e  SCPCM u t i l i z e d  a  sonar ,computer ,and t a p e  r e c o r d e r .  
The s o n a r  is  t h e  d a t a  c o l l e c t i n g  u n i t . T h e  s o n a r  sends  o u t  h i g h  f requency  sound waves 
sr iented towards d i f f e r e n t  d i r e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  w a t e r  column.These sound waves t h e n  r e f l e c t  
off of t h e  p a r t i c u l a t e  m a t t e r  i n  t h e  w a t e r ,  A t  t h e  same t ime t h a t  t h e  sound waves h i t  
the p a r t i c u l a t e  matter and a r e  r e f l e c t e d , t h e  p a r t i c u l a t e  m a t t e r  w i l l  s h i f t  due t o  t h e  
currant.The movement of t h e  p a r t i c u l a t e  m a t t e r  w i l l  cause  a  change i n  t h e  r e f l e c t e d  
frequency o f  t h e  sound wave . I t  i s  t h e  change i n  f requency of t h e  sound wave t h a t  w i l l  be 
measured by t h e  s o n a r  and computer.The r e s u l t i n g  change of f requency  i s  measured accord- 
ing t o  a  p r i n c i p l e  known a s  t h e  Doppler s h i f t . T h e  change of f requency  is  t h e n  t r a n s l a t e d  
infa c u r r e n t  v e l o c i t y  by t h e  computer. 
Tbg d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  c u r r e n t  i s ' d e t e r m i n e d  from combining t h e  measurements of t h e  
d i f f e r e n t  d i r e c t e d  sound waves. 
Thp computer t a k e s  a l l  t h e  d a t a  and t r a n s f o r m s  i t  i n t o  a  c u r r e n t  p r o f i l e  t h a t  is  t h e n  
graphical ly  r e p r e s e n t e d  on t h e  v i d e o  s c r e e n  of t h e  computer.The compute r , in  a d d i t i o n , c o n -  
verta a l l  t h e  d a t a  i n t o  i n f o r m a t i o n  which i s  t h e n  s t o r e d  on tape.The t a p e  r e c o r d e r  re-  
c p r 4 p  a l l  t h e  d a t a  p u t  o u t  from t h e  computer. 
Tba SCPCM c o n t i n u o u s l y  g a t h e r s  d a t a  as t h e  v e s s e l  moves along.The d a t a  o b t a i n e d  w i l l  
b~ ~ p d a t e d  e v e r y  5% minutes  a s  a new s e t  of d a t a  i s  r e c e i v e d . S i n c e  t h e  s o n a r  i s  d i r e c t l y  
under t h e  v e s s e 1 , t h e  c u r r e n t  p r o f i l e  is a p r o f i l e  of t h e  w a t e r s  d i r e c t l y  under  t h e  ves- 
sgl . lhe  SCPCM i s  e f f e c t i v e  as a  c u r r e n t  p r o f i l e r  down t o  a  dep th  of approx imate ly  200 
metera.Below t h a t , t h e  SCPCM i s  u s e l e s s . T h e  SCPCM i s  prov ing  v e r y  u s e f u l  as a PCM such  
that i t  may b e  used from a i r c r a f t  o r  s a t e l l i t e s  i n  t h e  f u t u r e . T h e  N a t i o n a l  A e r o n a u t i c s  
Spqce A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  a r e  conduct ing t e s t s  on t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  of such  an i d e a .  
, 
The d a t a  c o l l e c t e d  by t h e  SCPCM i s  s e n t  b a c k ' t o  S c r i p p s  I n s t i t u t i o n  of Oceanography 
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f p r  f u r t h e r  s t u d i e s  and a n a l y s i s .  
The f i f t h  experiment was a  s t u d y  of t h e  s u r f a c e  c u r r e n t s  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c  
0cean.There was no d a t a  c o l l e c t i n g  done by t h e  v e s s e l  o r  s c i e n t i s t s  on board.The on ly  
fqnction o f  t h e  v e s s e l  and s c i e n t i s t s  was t o  deploy t h e  buoys a t  c e r t a i n  p rede te rmined  
l ~ c q f i o n s  i n  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c . T h e s e  buoys were then t r a c k e d  by s a t e l l i t e  and t h e i r  
rn~v~mpnts moni tored by t h e  s a t e l l i t e  r e c e i v i n g  s t a t i o n . T h e  buoys t h e m s e l v e s , a s  d e p i c t e d  
i n  Figure 2-9 ,are  equipped w i t h  a  r a d i o  t r a n s m i t t e r  t h a t  b r o a d c a s t s  a  s i g n a l  e v e r y  f i f t y -  
fivr ( $ 5 )  seconds.The r a d i o  is  powered by power c e l l s  t h a t  las t  f o r  two years .The  r a d i o  
Figure 2 - 9 .  
signal i s  s e t  a t  a  c e r t a i n  f requency t h a t  o n l y  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  "hears".As t h e  buoy d r i f t s  
a l ~ q g , t Q e  s a t e l l i t e  t r a c e s  i t . S i n c e  t h e  a u t h o r  was o n l y  on t h e  l a t e r  l e g s  of t h e  exper-  
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in\e.nt,the author can only vouch for what was deployed on those later 1egs.The locations ' 
of deployment of the buoys is given later in the chapter.The number of buoys deployed 
while the author was on board was thirty. 
The solar radiation experiment was conducted continuously throughout the duration of 
the ftxpedition.  he solar radiation experiment required only two instruments. The one in- 
strUapapt was the solar cell that detected the solar radiation and amount of radiation.The 
other instrument was the solargraph recorder which records the information.The solargraph 
recarder is simply a device that converts the data into a graphic representation of solar 
iqfsgsity.The solar cell was situated up in the mast where it could record data without 
iqt@rfsrence.The solargraph recorder was located in the 1aboratory.This experiment ran 
by +fs@lf with no assistance from the scientists. 
The atmospheric gas sampling (AGS) experiment was an experiment to determine the 
amount$ of certain gases in the atmosphere.The gases being sampled were Methane,Carbon 
dip#ide,and Ammonia.The instruments utilized were a gas chromatograph,plotter,and tape 
recardgr.This experiment was a continous ongoing experiment on all northbound legs of the 
eiPedltion. 
The gas chromatograph continuouslly analyzed the atmosphere as the vessel proceeded 
alqqg its course.Sampling tubes were rigged on the bow and stern of the vessel which then 
cqpnacted to the gas chromatograph thereby allowing continuous sampling.The results of 
tba analysis were then graphically recorded on paper by the plotter.At the same time that 
thp plntter recorded the data graphically,thetaperecorder recorded the results on tape. 
Tklg gqperiment needed little assistance from the scientists.Except for putting in new 
tape@ in the tape recorder,or making sure the plotter had enough paper,the machines ran 
th@mry@lves.All the data was sent to Scripps Institution of Oceanography. 
Thslast experiment to be discussed is the dissolved nutrient study.The dissolved 
nutrient experiment was a study of the amounts of dissolved Phosphate and Nitrate in the 
equgt~rial waters.The water samples were obtained from the CTD experiment.The instruments 
, utlli~ecl were a nutrient analyzing machine and a graphic recorder. I 
1 > r  
"The water samples would be run through the nutrient analyzer which determines the t 
I I 
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presence and quantities of the two dissolved nutrients.The graphic recorder then records 7 
the results on paper in the form of graphs.These graphs are then sent to Scripps Insti- 
tution of Oceanography for further studies.The dissolved nutrient experiment was conducted 
con~inuously on all northbound legs of the expedition. 
The last four experiments discussed are without diagrams since all the instruments 
I 
t~yqlved are electronic and do not have much to show except a maze of buttons,dials,and I 
i qir~~it boards. 
This concludes the examination of instrumentation,equipment,and methods of research 
st$lired in this expedition.There were a few small projects that took place for short 
ppripds of time but they were not the reason or basis for the NORPAX/FGGE expedition.They 
arsr therefore not discussed in this report. 
The watch schedules for all the experiments was twelve and twelve beginning at 0000 
baurt; every morning.The CTD had two men on each watch.The XBT had one man on each watch. 
Thq PCM had one man on each watch but since it required two men for launching and recovery, 
t h p  WBT man or one of the CTD men assisted at those appropiate times.The SCPCM was a self 
syff4cient operation that simply needed someone to change tapes whenever a tape was full. 
1 The Q T  people usually took care of this.The buoys required three to four people per buoy 
laupcfiing andall the different experiment personnel who were on watch assisted on this.The 
sqfqr radiation experiment was totally self operating.The only thing required was the log- 
g $ ~ #  of  midnight and noontime in zulu (Z) on the graph.The XBT people also took care of 
thia.The AGS experiment had one man for both watches since it was also a self operating 
e#ppy$ment.The dissolved nutrient experiment utilized one person for both watches.If there 
ware ware people onboard, they would assist on one of the above experiments.Through the 
abqve arrangement of watches,all the experiments were properly covered and carried out. 
Through the concepts of cooperation and achievement,the expedition was the success it 
wq6 88 people worked together towards fulfilling that goal. 
M~qintenance of the instruments and equipment was conducted by the different respective 
experiment personnel.In addition,the vessel had an electronics technician who assisted as 
1 ngedad. Overall, there were not many major instrument or equipment failures. There were, of 
. ,u' d( " 
c ~ y r s p  minor problems but they were remedied quickly.Should any of the equipment have 
broken down to the point where major repair work was needed,another piece of identical 
equipment would be waiting at the next port of call.Most experiments had backup units 
i n  case of failures. 
The location of the experiments is depicted below in Figure 2-1O.The chart depicts 
A 
both the courseline of the vessel as well as locations of all the experiments described 
i~ the report.The different symbols depict the different experiments. 
This concludes the examination of the scientific data collection techniques used in 
the NORPAX/FGGE project. 
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Oceanography of the Equatorial Pacific. 
The oceanography and ocean-atmosphere relationships of the equatorial Pacific Ocean 
examined in this report are the equatorial countercurrent,equatorial undercurrent,and 
the E$ Nino phenomena.There is of course much more to the oceanography of the equatorial 
Pfic l f ic  but attention focuses on these three aspects as they are some of the primary 
1 raassns for the NORPAX/FGGE project. 
m a  equatorial Pacific as defined in this report will refer to the region between 
lqtitudes 15 degrees North and 15 degrees South and extending from the Philippine,Indo- 
nesian,and Bismarck Archipelagos to the American continents. 
Throughout this report,the theories,explanations,and definitions used are based 
uporl the latest information,discoveries,and theories pr0posed.A brief description of the 
region and pertinent structures contained therein is given first to provide an overall 
vipw * 
The equatorial Pacific is the tropical region of the Pacific 0cean.It is distinguished 
by I t q  tropical climate,warm waters,and notable geographic features. 
Among the important climatical features are the Northeast and Southeast Tradewinds. 
BspQ tradewinds are westward blowing winds,The Northeast Tradewinds are situated between 
1Q dalqrees North and 25 degrees North 1atitude.The Southeast Tradewinds are situated be- 
tyean 4 degrees North and 20 degrees South 1atitude.The area between 4 degrees North and 
10 c!gig~eess North latitude is the Inter-tropical convergence zone.This is where the two 
trqde~l-nds meet.Within the Inter-tropical convergence zone,the affect of the tradewinds 
, 
is  ~harply decreased.At times there may be no winds at all.This area (Inter-tropical con- 
veqence zone) is also known as the Doldrums.Due the weak variable winds,or no winds, 
saiT$.ng ships dreaded the Doldrums. 
TheNortheast Tradewinds are responsible for driving the North Equatorial Current.This 
i s  dhq to the wind stress on the surface waters which forces the surface waters to move. 
PP. h? 
The Southeast Tradewinds are responsible for the South Equatorial Current.The 
: driving mechnism being the same as described for the North Equatorial Current.Both 
currents are westward flowing surf ace currents. 
The tradewinds also play an important role in setting up the equatorial counter- 
cyrrent,equatorial undercurrent,and the El Nino phenomena.The exact role they play is 
egplained 1ater.However from what has been explained,a schematic of the current cir-- 
culatton in the region can be made to facilitate understanding of what goes on.Figure 
3-1 represents the schematic of current circulation in the equatorial Pacific. 
Tn the course of this report,the equatorial countercurrent will remain as named 
even though the proper name is the North Equatorial Countercurrent.The author feels that 
that current is the only true countercurrent aside from the equatorial undercurrent. 
Tha South Equatorial Countercurrent is smal1,not well understood,and apparently only 
q monsoon season phenomenon. 
Also to be noted is that the Southeast Tradewinds have a larger wind field than 
their northern counterpart.The diagram on the prior page is correct. 
The tradewinds migrate in their position over the equatorial Pacific.Wherever 
tfisair position may be, at a certain time (season),will accordingly influence the water 
mans beneath the wind field. 
The equatorial Pacific is a warm water region due to the direct solar radiation of 
fhe sun.In comparison to other water regions of the world (excluding the equatorial 
4tJanti.c and Indian Oceans),the equatorial Pacific has a radical thermocline.In other 
words,the temperature difference between the surface waters (mixed layer) and the 
lower cold water mass is 1arge.The depth of the warm surface waters is 100 meters 
Lapproximation).At 100 meters,the thermocline decreases sharply (see Figure 3-2 for 
depiction of the thermocline) as it enters the cold water mass.It is the warm surface 
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wqteys t h a t  a f f e c t  t h e  a c t i o n s  of t h e  atmosphere above and h e l p  form t h e  m e t e r o l o g i c a l *  
styucpure of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  Pacif-LC. 
bong t h e  d i s t i n g u i s h i n g  geograph ic  f e a t u r e s  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c  a r e  t h e  i s l a n d s  
atqlJ.s,reefs,and motus.However t h e y  themselves  a r e  n o t  impor tan t  t o  t h i s  r e p o r t  e x c e p t  f o r  
the f a c t  t h a t  they  a r e  d i s t i n g u i s h i n g  f e a t u r e s  and t h a t  t h e y  p r o v i d e  e x c e l l e n t  b a s e s  from 
which oceanographic  e x p e d i t i o n s  can b e  conducted.The p o i n t  t o  b e  made i s  t h a t  t h e  e x s i s t  
i n  the e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c .  
A more impor tan t  geograph ic  f e a t u r e  t o  b e  observed i s  t h e  topography of t h e  s e a  s u r -  
face,The s e a  s u r f a c e  i s  n o t  a  f l a t  l e v e l  s u r f a c e  b u t  i n s t e a d  a  s e r i e s  of r i s e s  and depres-  
s $ ~ n ~ . T h e t o p o g r a p h y  of the  s e a  s u r f a c e  i s  fundamental  t o  unders tand ing  how t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  
coyntercurrent o p e r a t e s . I n  a d d i t i o n , t h e  topograph ic  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  p l a y s  
i ~ p ~ r t a n t  r o l e s  i n  o t h e r  oceanographic  phenomena.To f a c i l i t a t e  unders tand ing  o f  t h i s  con- 
cept,a c r o s s - s e c t i o n  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c  is  d e p i c t e d  below (F igure  3-3).Though t h e  
Figure 3 - 3 .  M e r i d i n a l  p r o f i l e  o f  s e a  s u r f a c e  t o p o g r a p h y .  
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diagrap e x a g g e r a t e s  t h e  v i s u a l  a s p e c t  of t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  topography , the  p o i n t  i s  made 
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/ that t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  i s  n o t  1evel .The t radewinds  a r e  one of t h e  f o r c e s  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r .  
1 creating t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  topography due t o  t h e i r  wind s t r e s s  (a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g ) .  
One i t e m  t h a t  t h e  a u t h o r  would l i k e  t o  d e f i n e  i s  t h e  concept  of f o r c e s .  Forces  a r e  
e ~ q t l y  comprehended i f  t h e y  can b e  s e e n  o r  f e l t . B u t  when you d e a l  w i t h  f o r c e s  t h a t  are 
nat observed by your  s e n s e s , t h e s e  f o r c e s  t a k e  on an a b s t r a c t  quality.Among t h e  t y p e s  of 
farce@ t h a t  a r e  n o t  e a s i l y  o b s e r v e r a b l e  a r e  t h e  g e o s t r o p h i c  forces .Examples  a r e  t h e  
CqriaJa's f o r c e , p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t s , a n d  f low f o r c e s  between d i f f e r e n t  i s o t h e r m a l  masses. 
These f o r c e s  e x s i s t  and behave accord ing  t o  t h e  Laws of P h y s i c s . I t  must b e  a c c e p t e d  t h a t  
these f o r c e s  e x s i s t . A l s o  t h e  way f o r c e s  behave and t h a t  t h e y  s e e k  an  e q u i l i b r i u m  between 
themselves must be accep ted .  I f  one does n o t  a c c e p t  t h e s e  f a c t s ,  t h e y  are t h e n  c h a l l e n g i n g  
our very e x s i s t a n c e  and t h e  way t h e  world o p e r a t e s .  
The e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  is  an  eas tward  f lowing  s u r f a c e  c u r r e n t . I t  e x s i s t s  as a 
band of  moving w a t e r  l o c a t e d  between 4 d e g r e e s  North and 10 d e g r e e s  North and s t r e t c h i n g  
the l e n g t h  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  P a c i f i c  ( s e e  F i g u r e  3-4).The l a t i t u d i n a l  b o u n d a r i e s  of t h e  
equa ta r ia l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  c o i n c i d e  e x a c t l y  w i t h  t h o s e  of t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence 
zgna.The reason  b e i n g  t h a t  t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone is  p a r t  of t h e  d r i v i n g  
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mechntsm f o r  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  coun te rcur ren t .To  b e  more s p e c i f i c , i t  i s  t h e  g e o s t r o p h i c  
balance between t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  produced i n  t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone,  
and the  C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e  which d r i v e s  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t .  
The p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  is  produced by t h e  convergence of t h e  N o r t h e a s t  and S o u t h e a s t  
Tr&@~inds.The convergence of t h e s e  two wind p a t t e r n s  c r e a t e s  an  a r e a  of c o n f u s e d , d i s -  
rypfed,variable winds .This  a r e a  i s , o f  c o u r s e , t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone.Since 
the wind p a t t e r n  i s  weak and i l l - d e f i n e d , t h e r e  i s  a  lower mean wind s t r e s s  on t h e  ocean 
sarface.The lower mean wind s t r e s s  s e t s  up a p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i n  t h a t  a r e a . T h i s  p r e s s u r e  
g~#d$r;nt becomes a  c o u n t e r a c t i n g  f o r c e  t o  t h e  C o r i o l a ' s  fo rce .These  two f o r c e s  j o i n t l y  
maintain a  b a l a n c e  between them t h a t  d r i v e s  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t .  
The C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e  i s  a d e f l e c t i o n  of motion caused by t h e  r o t a t i o n  of t h e  E a r t h  on 
i t 6  a x i s . T h i s  i s  based on t h e  Laws of P h y s i c s  of r o t a t i n g  s p h e r e s  and motion upon t h e  
surfaces of such s p h e r e s . S i n c e  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  i s  i n  t h e  n o r t h e r n  hemi- 
sgbers and a l l  motion i n  t h e  n o r t h e r n  hemisphere i s  d e f l e c t e d  t o  t h e  r i g h t  of i t s  i n t e n d -  
ed pa th , the  d r i v i n g  mechnism behind t h e  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  is  a c c o r d i n g l y  a f f e c t e d  as w e l l .  
The s i t u a t i o n  t h a t  deve lops  i s  t h a t  t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t , w h i c h  i s  s t u c k  between two 
wall. def ined  c u r r e n t s  ( F i g u r e  3 - 5 ) , i s  a c t e d  upon by t h e  C o r i o l a ' s  force .The p r e s s u r e  
gradient e x e r t s  an opposing f o r c e  t o  r e s i s t  t h e  C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e . T h i s  i s  due t o  a  combi- 
nqtiqn of t h e  v e r t i c a l  b a r o c l i n i c  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  and t h e  topography 
of phg siea s u r f a c e .  
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The topography of t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  i n  t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone s l o p e s  down- 
ward from 4 degrees  North ( t h e  s o u t h e r n  e x t e n t  of t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone) t o  
10 degrees North ( t h e  n o r t h e r n  e x t e n t  of  t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone) .F iqure  3-7 
d e p i ~ t ; s  t h e  topography of t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e  i n  t h e  I n t e r - t r o p i c a l  convergence zone.Since 
S a u t h  Equa tor ia l  +,/- 
C ~ r r s n t  .+' .,.,J* 
North Equator ia lc* ,  
the sea s u r f a c e  is  s l o p e d  downward t o  t h e  n o r t h , t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  e x e r t s  a  f o r c e  i n  
th is  d i r e c t i o n . F i g u r e  3-8 d e p i c t s  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  f o r c e  e x e r t e d  by t h e  p r e s s u r e  
gradiept ( f o l l o w i n g  page) .Th is  i s  because  t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  wishes  t o  go "downhill" .  
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Figure  3-8. 
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S f o r c e  due t o  t h e  s l o p e  o f  t h e  s e a  s u r f a c e .  N 
The Coriola's force assumes the role of counter-balancing the pressure gradient force by 
oppa~ing the pressure gradient force.Figure 3-9 depicts the opposition of forces.From 
Figure  3 - 9 .  
o u t h  E q u a t o r i a l  ? u r r e n t  E q u a t o r i a l  C o u n -  I ~ o r t h  E q u a t o r i a l  
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F ig .  3 -8 )  
abov~,looking down on the sea surface,the set-up of forces appears as depicted in Figure 
3-10 QD the following page.The reason for the Coriola's force counter-balancing the pres- 
s y y ~  gradient force is the Laws of Nature (they include the Laws of Physics) which stipu- 
lares that forces must be in ba1ance.A single force can not exsist unless there is another 
fpfcs to counteract it.There must be an equilibrium of forces in Nature, 
Due to the force structure that is set-up,motion is derived.The motion takes the form 
af a current that transports water.The current is the equatorial countercurrent.The cur- 
P r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  
a t e r  m a s s  w i t h i n  
C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e .  
rent is  a  s h a l l o w  (100 m e t e r s )  warmwater c u r r e n t  t h a t  o n l y  t r a n s p o r t s  w a t e r  l o c a t e d  w i t h i n  
the p r e s s u r e  g rad ien t .As  long  a s  t h e  f o r c e s  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  induc ing  motion e x s i s t , t h e  
currppt w i l l  e x s i s t .  
Th i s  c u r r e n t  i s  a  g e o s t r o p h i c  t r a n s p o r t  mechnism s i n c e  i t  i s  t h e  r e s u l t  of g e o s t r o p h i c  , 
forces.  
The c u r r e n t  is eas tward  f lowing due t o  t h e  p o s i t i o n i n g  of t h e  f o r c e s  w i t h  t h e  C o r i o l a ' s  
force pushing towards t h e  E q u a t o r . I t  must be remembered t h a t  t h e  C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e  always in -  
f l ~ g q ~ e s  a  motion t o  t h e  r i g h t  ( n o r t h e r n  hemisphere)  of i t s  i n t e n d e d  p a t h . S i n c e  t h e  Cor- 
i ~ l a ' f i  f o r c e  i s  opposing t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  f o r c e  by pushing sou thward , the  f low of w a t e r  
mugt  be eas tward .F igure  3-11 d e p i c t s  t h e  t o t a l  s t r u c t u r e  of f o r c e s  and c u r r e n t s  invo lved .  
F i q u r e  3 - 1 1 .  
P r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  f o r c e  
N o r t h  E q u a t o r i a l  
w 
S o u t h  E q u a t o r i a l  
C o r i o l a ' s  f o r c e  
The e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  v a r i e s  i n  i n t e n s i t y  and l o c a t i o n  depending on t h e  * 
season.The e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  t e n d s  t o  b e  s t r o n g e s t  i n  t h e  f a l l  and weakes t  i n  
the gpring.The i n t e n s i t y  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  t h a t  of t h e  
Nprph E q u a t o r i a l  Current ,The i n t e n s i t y  of t h e  c u r r e n t s  i s  due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  
Nartheast Tradewinds have moved northward and t h e  wind s t r e s s  is  more focussed  on t h e  
arcq of t h e  North E q u a t o r i a l  Current.The North E q u a t o r i a l  Cur ren t  t h e r e f o r e  i s  i n t e n -  
s $ f ( ~ d . S i n c e  t h e  Nor theas t  Tradewinds have moved n o r t h , t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  i n t e n -  
f i lf iad a s  w e l l . T h e r e f o r e  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  i s  i n t e n s i f i e d .  
The e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  is  b e l i e v e d  t o  b e  one of t h e  means by which t h e  warm- 
water mass t h a t  produces  t h e  E l  Nino phenomena i s  transported.Associations between t h e  
Ei Mino phenomena and s t r o n g  t r a n s p o r t  i n  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  c o u n t e r c u r r e n t  have been found. 
Prior t o  some of t h e  E l  Nino o c c u r r e n c e s , t h e r e  have been i n t e n s e  e q u a t o r i a l  coun te rcur -  
centa.However t h e  e x a c t  r e l a t i o n s h i p  h a s  n o t  y e t  been d e f i n e d .  
The e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  i s  a  s u b s u r f a c e  eas tward  cur ren t .The  e q u a t o r i a l  under- 
cprrpnt i s  a  band of f lowing w a t e r  s i t u a t e d  between 100 t o  200 mete r s  i n  d e p t h  and pos i -  
tiangd between 1% degrees  South and 1% degrees  North l a t i t u d e  ( s e e  F i g u r e  3-12). 
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The e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  i s  undernea th  t h e  South E q u a t o r i a l  Current .The South 
E q u a t ~ r i a l  C u r r e n t  is a  westward f lowing  s u r f a c e  cur ren t .The  boundar ies  t h a t  are g i v e n  
are g s n e r a l i z e d  f o r  t h e  s a k e  of d i s c u s s i o n , I t  must b e  remembered t h a t  t h e  boundar ies  
f lu~tp&te.The e x a c t  d e p t h  o r  l a t i t u d i n a l  e x t e n t  w i l l  depend on t h e  season .  
' $ 9 ~  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  b e g i n s  i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c  where t h e  " d r i v i n g  f o r c e "  
of  tha c u r r e n t  i s  1ocated.The " d r i v i n g  f o r c e "  of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  i s  a  p res -  
3ura gggdien t  produced by t h e  S o u t h e a s t  Tradewinds.The p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  is  a counte r -  
a c t $ ~ #  f o r c e  t o  t h e  a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds.These two f o r c e s  m a i n t a i n  a n  equi-  
libc+m between them a s  l o n g  a s  t h e  Southeast .Tradewinds  b l o w . ( I t  must be n o t e d  t h a t  
the p rgpsure  g r a d i e n t  is  a r e s u l t  of t h e  c o n t i n u o u s  westward blowing of t h e  S o u t h e a s t  
Tradewinds a c r o s s  t h e  P a c i f i c  Ocean.)The o v e r a l l  e f f e c t  i s ,however  t h e  b u i l d i n g  of a  
"faroe system" i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f  i c . I t  i s  t h i s  " f o r c e  system" t h a t  i s  a l s o  respon-  
sibla f o r  t h e  E l  Nino phenamena ( d e s c r i b e d  l a t e r  i n  t h i s  chapter) .Due t o  t h e  s p e c i f i c  
way tha t  t h e  " f o r c e  system" is  s t r u c t u r e d , t h e  f o r c e  sys tem becomes a dominat ing f o r c e  
that i nduces  movement of t h e  wa te r .  
The p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  t h e  p a r t  of t h e  " f o r c e  system" t h a t  a c t u a l l y  i n i t i a t e s  t h e  
flow of t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  undercurrent .The r e a s o n  t h a t  t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  induces  sub- 
surface p o t i o n  of t h e  w a t e r  i s  t h e  v e r t i c a l  b a r o c l i n i c  s t r u c t u r e  (dep th  o f  t h e  p r e s s u r e  
grqd$@r\t) of t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i n  t h e  ocean.The p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  which i s  a  r e s p o n s e  
to armoapheric f o r c i n g  (wind) , i s  p o s i t i o n e d  i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c  and e x t e n d s  from t h e  
surface down towards t h e  bottom,The e x a c t  lower dep th  l i m i t  of t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  
unqefinpd a s  i t  is n o t  known.However i t  may b e  assumed t h a t  i t  e x t e n d s  down t o  200 meters 
at~ll$n$mum s i n c e  t h a t  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  t h e  lower d e p t h  l i m i t  of  t h e  cur ren t .Due  t o  t h i s  deep 
extgnqfon of t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  below t h e  s u r f a c e , t h e  a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds 
has na apposing a f f e c t  on t h e  lower d e p t h s  of t h e  w a t e r  mass .Therefore  - t h e  p r e s s u r e  
grqdient: r e g u l a t e s  w a t e r  motion i n  t h e  lower d e p t h s , F i g u r e  3-13 d e p i c t s  t h e  two f o r c e s  
as they a r e  se t -up  i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c .  
Thlw 8 u r f a c e  w a t e r  mass (0 - 100 m e t e r s )  i s  a f f e c t e d  by t h e  a m s p h e r i c  f o r c i n g  of t h e  
winc/~:Thgrefore t h e  s u r f a c e  w a t e r s  move westward.This westward s u r f a c e  motion of t h e  w a t e r  
is thp South Equator ;  31 C u r r e n t .  
PP- 5-3 
Sincg t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  and t h e  "wind f o r c e "  a r e  b a l a n c i n g  each  o t h e r  i n  t h e  s u r f a c e  
layer,the p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  h a s  no e f f e c t  on t h e  s u r f a c e  waters .However ,as  s t a t e d , t h e  
a t ~ p q p h e r i c  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds l o s e s  e f f e c t  on t h e  w a t e r  mass a s  dep th  inc reases .Soon  a  
point r eached  where t h e  a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds h a s  no e f f e c t  and t h e  p res -  
sure g r a d i e n t  becomes dominant .This  is  where t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  i s  born .  It must 
\ 
be rpmpmbered t h a t  t h e  a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds  is  a  westward push ing  f o r c e .  
Theyagore t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  is a n  eas tward pushing f o r c e  ( s i n c e  i t  opposes  t h e  atmos- 
pheric f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds)  ,Where t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  dominant ,motion w i l l  be e a s t -  
ward.$elow 100 mete r s  t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  pushes  wa te r  eas tward  a s  t h e r e  i s  n o t h i n g  t o  
r-, 
h o l d  i t  back.This eas tward d i r e c t e d  motion of w a t e r  i s  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t . F i g u r e  
3-14 d e p i c t s  t h e  c u r r e n t s  and " f o r c e  system" of t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c .  
Ths eastward pushing of t h e  w a t e r  mass by t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  e x t e n d s  down t o  200 
metera ( a r b i t r a r y  approx imat ion) .Th is  h a s  been e s t a b l i s h e d  from c u r r e n t  s t u d i e s  of t h e  
equqfsr ia l  undercur ren t .8e low 200 n e t e r e , t h e  u n d e r c u r r e n t  does  not  e x s i s t . T h e r e f o r e  i t  
/ my pa assumed t h a t  t h e  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  " f o r c e l e s s "  below 200 mete r s .  
I * - 
The e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  is  undoubtably  a  mechnism f o r  keep ing  t h e  P a c i f i c  Ocean 
I 
Pressure  g r a d i e n t .  
k b a l a n c e . ~ h e  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  i s  t h e  mechnism f o r  r e t u r n i n g  t h e  w a t e r s  brought  
E 
I vestward by t h e  South E q u a t o r i a l  C u r r e n t . I f  t h e r e  w a s n ' t  t h e  u n d e r c u r r e n t  t o  r e t u r n  t h e  
r 
rater t r a n s p o r t e d  w e s t , t h e r e  would t h e n  b e  a  p i l e  up of w a t e r  i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c .  , 
inequal mass d i s t r i b u t i o n  would e x s i s t  s i n c e  t h e  e a s t e r n  P a c i f i c  would have less w$ttzr.  
Since t h e  Laws of Phys ics  concern ing  f l u i d s , m a s s  d i s t r i b u t i o n , a n d  e q u i l i b r i u m  would b e  
dolated,the u n d e r c u r r e n t  is  t h e  b a l a n c i n g  mechnism.The e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t  is flat 
the only b a l a n c i n g  mechnism b u t  one of many t h a t  t o g e t h e r  keep t h e  E a r t h  i n  b a l a n c e r  
Throughout t h i s  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  t h e  e q u a t o r i a l  u n d e r c u r r e n t , t h e  diagrams have d e p i c t d d  
[he ocean s u r f a c e  a s  a  s l o p e  t h a t  i n c r e a s e s  from east t o  west .The r e a s o n  f o r  such  d b ~ i t -  
don i s  t h a t  t h e  s u r f a c e  of t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c  i s  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h e  s u r f a c e  of t h e  @a#Cern 
Pacific .Th i s  i s  due t o  t h e  a tmospher ic  f o r c i n g  of t h e  winds .The S o u t h e a s t  ~ r a d e w i n d ~ l  
drive t h e  s u r f a c e  w a t e r s  west  so  t h a t  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c  accumula tes  more w a t e r  maf414 
Even though t h e r e  i s  t h e  u n d e r c u r r e n t  and o t h e r  t r a n s p o r t  mechnisms f o r  r e t u r n i n g  t h e  
~rater,they a r e  n o t  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  p reven t  a  s l i g h t  b u i l d u p  of w a t e r  mass i n  t h e  westtrfn 
Pacific.The a r e a  of wa te r  mass b u i l d u p  i n  t h e  P a c i f i c  i s  between Samoa and t h e  Solbftldti 
1slands.Therefore t h e  s e a  l e v e l  i s  r a i s e d  i n  t h e  w e s t e r n  P a c i f i c . A s  long  as  t h e  S o u t h e a s t  
Tradewinds blow and t h e  " f o r c e  system" s t a y s  i n  e f f e c t , t h e  s l o p e  w i l l  e x s i s t . 0 n l y  when 
the Southeast Tradewinds cease will the slope decrease to a level surface.This is because 
there are no forces to prevent equilibrium of masses. 
The equatorial undercurrent is an all-year current that flows continuously.This is 
due to the steady Southeast Tradewinds that blow most of the year.Even when the Southeast 
Trqjswinds have slacked or ceased,the undercurrent continues.When the winds have ceased 
( a ~ m ~ r  season-southern hemisphere),the undercurrent increases in intensity since the 
prgsppre gradient is no longer opposed at all.The pressure gradient begins collapsing 
which intensifies the eastward puhing of the water mass --- as well as triggering the El 
N i n ~  phenomena.Also when the Southeast Tradewinds are strongest (winter season-southern 
hemisphere),the undercurrent is intensified.This is because the pressure gradient is 
eqyqlly intensified in opposing the atmospheric forcing of the winds.Through the inter- 
a c t j q p  of the atmospheric forcing of the Southeast Tradewinds and the counter-balancing 
prefiegre gradient,the equatorial undercurrent is derived. 
Tha El Nino phenomena is the development of a large warm water mass off the westcoast 
of South America.The importance in understanding the El Nino phenomena is crucial to pre- 
ventlpg the economic havoc it inflicts on the nation of Peru.If the El Nino phenomena can 
be defined and understood,the economy of Peru can be structured appropiately such that 
they cape with it. 
The ocean region off the westcoast of South America is normally a coldwater region. 
T h i a  i s  due to the Humboldt Current whi.ch transports cold water from the Antarctic region 
narthwards towards the equatorial region of the Pacific 0cean.Figure 3-15 depicts the 
Hug~bql$t Current. 
The cold water is essential for providing nutrient rich surface waters.By having cold 
water qhroughout the water column,upwelling occurs.Upwelling is the mixing process in the 
wat@r column where nutrients are brought from the bottom to the surface.Figure 3-16 de- 
picts the bpwelling process.The upwelling process,which occurs normally in that region,is 
necessary for maintaining the anchovy and guano industries which are the backbone of the 
Peruvtan economy.However with the occurrence of the El Nino phenomena,the upwelling pro- 
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The El Nino phenomena begins in the western Pacific when the Southeast Tradewinds 
have ceased blowing or slackened considerably (summer season-southern hemisphere).The El 
Nina phenomena is a response to atmospheric forcing.The Southeast Tradewinds are the 
source of the atmospheric forcing.The Southeast Tradewinds blow continuously across the 
equatorial Pacific from east to west creating a pressure gradient in the western Pacific 
( j g s ~  as in the case of the equatorial undercurrent).The pressure gradient is a direct 
rg sq l t  of the wind stress on the ocean.The pressure gradient is the counteracting force 
to  atmospheric forcing of the winds.These two forces simultaneously build thereby 
maiqf@ining an equilibrium between them.Figure 3-17 depicts the two forces as set up in 
tha, Pacific Ocean. A 
However even though the forces themselves maintain an equilibrium between them,the 
net effect is the building of a "force system" in the western Pacific.Reference is made 
to Figure 3-13,Figure 3-14,and Figure 3-17 which all depict the sloping surface of the 
ocean with the western Pacific higher than the eastern portion.These diagrams interpreted 
correctly show a slope from west to east with the "force system" on the higher part of 
the slope (western Pacific).This whole structure of forces is maintained as long as the 
Sa~thea~t Tradewinds blow.The set-up of forces just discussed is the prevailing state of 
farcg@-$n the region (aside from others) . 
!$her, the Southeast Tradewinds stop blowing,then the "force system" is disrupted.The 
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equ$librium of forces is no longer maintained.The "force system" begins to collapse.This 
14 when El Nino begins.The collapse of the "force system" is the triggering mechnism for 
El N-Lno.What has happened is that the atmospheric forcing of the winds is no longer ex- 
s i ~ t e n t  and all that is left is the pressure gradient which can not support itself. 
The pressure gradient beginscollapsingby signalling the return of the ocean to equi- 
I 
librium as it would be if there were no forces.0ne of the signals emitted is the Kelvin 
wgvs which is the signal for El Nino.It is this signal that.is important to understanding 
the $1 Nino phenomena. 
The Kelvin wave is a low freqency sinusoidal wave of motion that is emitted as the 
preasure gradient collapses.Figure 3-18 depicts the Kelvin wave.This wave then travels 
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thraugh the ocean.The Kelvin wave for El Nino travels from the western Pacific to the 
eqptarn Pacific.When the Kelvin wave reaches the eastern Pacific (off of South America), 
it. crigpals the thermocline to increase its depth.It is the increase in depth of the 
thernncline that stops upwelling. 
Tha thermocline is the temperature structure of the ocean with increasing depth.In 
the eqpatorial regions of the Pacific,the thermocline is normally found at depths of 90 
- 125 meters below the surface except for the region off of Peru.It must be remembered 
thar the thermocline itself is the part of the temperature profile that radically shifs 
fypp werm to cold water due to the difference of temperature between the warm surface 
wqter pass and the deeper cold water mass.Unti1 now the role of the thermocline has been 
eyc+ydad but it now needs explanation. 1 . 
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The thermocline,when the Southeast Tradewinds are blowing and the "force systemv is 
set-up,is normally shallow off of Peru.In other words,the warm surface water mass does 
not have much depth at all.The water column,except for the uppermost partyis cold.Upwe1- 
l i n ~  can occur,since the temperatures of the water column are the same,and the anchovies 
wve h w ~  their food (nutrients).But when the Southeast Tradewinds stop blowing,rhe Kelvin is 
sanr nut (pressure gradient collapsing) which signals the thermocline off of Peru to in- 
4 large warm water mass begins to develop on top of the normally cold water mass.The 
sourpa of the warm water is the flowback of water from the western Pacific via the equa- 
t o f i q l  countercurrent.The warm water mass stratifies the water column due to the diff- 
ergnggs of temperature and the upwelling process is terminated.Since no nutrients are 
brpug,ht up to the surface --- the anchovies die.(The anchovies are a surface water fish 
and therefore can not go down to the depths of the cold water mass where the nutrients 
are nqW located.)It is the shift of the thermocline and accumulation of a large warm 
water qass on top of the cold water mass that is the El Nino phenomena. 
El Nino isanannual thing (seasonal) since it is a response to the cessation of the 
Southeast Tradewinds.The El Nino occurs at Christmas time --- hence its name.Christmas 
time the southern hemisphere is the summer season.There is a time lag between the time 
that the winds have ceased and the development of El Nino but it is minor.The correlation 
bekwean them is distinct.The problem with defining El Nino is its seven year phases of 
cafar(trophic magnitude as opposed to the yearly barely noticeable occurrences.This is 
1 1 daplanwtrated by its occurrences in 1957-58,1965-66,1972-73,and 1979 --- though not as 
1 
cat8qfr~phic.A~ far as before 1957,n ne knows.The author contends that El Nino did in- 
, * 
I j deed accur before 1957 but it had no effect on mankind as mankind was not as involved 
wiph Fbe ocean to the same degree as he is today. 
Qne reason that El Nino has become so visible is overfishing.Today mankind is so 
greedy for all that he can get that he takes everything without regard to tomorrow or 
natur~.Before the 1957-58 El Nino,the level of fishing was not at the large scale as it 
i s  f-iflg$y.Therefore there was no depletion of the fish stock.Nature could compensate for 
its losses. 
However beginning with the 1950's,fishing increased to larger and larger proportions. 
S a o ~  the maximum yield rate was reached and then it was surpassed.Then in 1957 when the 
El Nino occurred,everyone got a suprise.There were no fish!While mankind can not control 
the E$ Nino phenomena,he can control the level of fishing.By not taxing such a demand on 
tha fish population,nature can cover for its 1osses.If the fishing limit were to be de- 
crgaqad to a safe consumption rate,the El Nino phenomena would not be the catastrophy it 
is. 
The El Nino phenomena is a two year phenomena when examined from the context of its 
I 
catastrophic occurrences.The first year cycle has been described.The second year cycle 
has yet to be defined.To date there is no substancial theory to support its occurrence 
in  the second year.It is suggested that the equatorial currents play a role in continuing 
ths 81 Nino phenomena in the second year cycle but,as stated,it is not well understo0d.A~ 
f ~ r  fhe seven year cycle of catastrophic El Ninos --- that also has yet to be understood. 
To dete only the mechnism for producing El NFno can be explained. 
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IV 
Research: A Question of Value. 
Research in any form needs two important components --- money and time.The question 
raissd is --- Is it worth it? To answer this question,the concept of research must be 
defined in terms of whether it is basic or applied research.In addition,the question 
must be answered in context with the economic,political,and cultural components of the 
qatiop,By defining the purpose of the research and considering the state of the nation, 
the question may be properly answered.0n top of these aspects,the effects of the research 
on tbs rest of the world must be considered.Can a nation's research efforts (United 
States) be misconstrued as a means of exploitation of another nation's resources? These 
g l o b a l  implications must be considered as well, 
Basic research is research for the sake of understanding some phenomena and the mech- 
nigms behinds its exsistence.No thought is given to the practical aspects of the phenom- 
ena.ln other words,basic research is research for asthetic purposes.What may be derived 
from the research in terms of being utilized to mankinds favor is not considered.Applied 
research is basicly just the opposite. 
Applied research is research done in terms of the practical applications it will have 
for nankind.The practical applications can be economic,social,cultural,or political.In 
other words, there is a "profit" from doins the research. It is this difference that dis- 
tiqg~ishes basic research from applied research.With the above definitions of basic re- 
siaych and applied research kept in mind,the question of research being worthwhile may be i 
! attempted. 1 
From the economic standpoint,research at sea such as the NORPAX/FGGE project is not 
warth it.The reason being that the majority of the project is basic research.There are 
, np l'profits" to be had.Although a part of the project is applied research (El Nino phen- 
omena) ,rhe benefits are not to our own people.The Peruvians are the ones who benefit.What 
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mu~t b e  remembered is that the ultimate sponsor who pays for the research is the 
American taxpayer.1Jhen you consider the economic situation that exsists in this country 
today,the American taxpayer who is feeling the "squeeze" will certainly be opposed to 
unjufitifiable spending of "his" money.In other words,what the author is saying is that 
an bsrican wage earner and family that is having a hard time surviving economically 
would oppose the part of his or her taxes that is used to fund research such as the 
NORRa(FGGE project when he or she could put that money to better use themselves.Since 
1 thg majority of Americans are havingto "tighten their beltsW,the government must as well 
1 Itt.ighten their beltsH.This is in fact taking-place now.Just recently,the president cut 
I 
tha budget of the National Science Foundation (NSF).The National Science Foundation is 
tbs division of the government that i s  responsible for funding research in the United 
Statar8,This is not to say that the National Science Foundation is the only research 
fund ing  agency.It is however the major sponsor of institutional research in the United 
St;iraa, 
in addition,it must be noted that the people have for a long time wondered about the 
government's spending policy and if they were to learn of spending of money on a project 
that has no clear "dividends" to them in the immediate future,they would object to such 
spanding.It is the author's belief,naive as it may be,that the people would rather have 
th3F money (which runs into the millions) spent on "supposedly" beneficial projects 
that Feturn the money to them rather than satisfying some scientists theories or in- 
terests. 
The fact that research projects may prove valuable later on because of an accidental 
digcqypry or additional research can not be considered in justifying their expense.That 
is 4n 'Upknown variable that can not counted on.Many research projects have of course 
p t p v e ~  valuable later after their initial experimentation.However as stressed before, 
tha t  c@n not be included in the justification of research now. 
SQ far only the monetary aspect of research has been discussed.The author would like 
to nofa that if the NORPAX/FGGE project had been an applied research project,the economic 
valge  qf the project may have been enhanced;depending on what the "profit" might have i 
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The time component of research has no "real" value in this discussion as it doesn't 
justify research from the economic viewpoint.If anythingsthe time element is detrimental 
to providing justification of research.This is based on the simple philosophy that time 
ipcreases spending.It would be one thing to justify the experiment (research) --- in 
ptbs~ words,why it is needed --- but to tell the people that two years (arbitrary figure) 
w a ~ l d  be needed would only make them oppose it more.Why? The answer is simply the added 
expense. 
From the political viewp~int~research is essential.(In the particular case of the 
UOBPBIXIFGGE project,the data from the Expendable Bathythermograph experiment is of major 
impartance.)Research is worthwhile because it helps to maintain the political state as 
s defined entity.This is achieved through the military and intellectual support that the 
political state receives from research.The type of research does not matter. 
Research provides information of areas that only research experiments could obtain 
b~cauge of their "innocent purposes".An example is the U.S.S. Pueblo in the North Korean 
incident. 
In the N O R P A X I F G G E  project,the data being collected is mostly of a scientific nature. 
Yowaver,among its many experiments,there is one that is intended for supporting and 
3 ~aiptaining the United States militarily.(It is the author's belief that anything sup- 
ported militarily is supported politically since political states depend on the military 
f p r  AUpport.) The experiment in question is the expendable bathythermograph (XBT) experi- 
men! which is gathering data to be utilized in submarine warfare.It must be remembered 
t h q p  sound travels poorly through water masses of different temperatures.By obtaining 
teqperature profiles of the water masses (water column),submarine warfare can be effec- 
tively enhanced in terms of American strategy and superiority.This allows the United 
Sratgs to hide their submarines so that they achieve a strategic advantage over the enemy. 
Through research experiments such as the NORPAX/FGGE projectsthe data needed to poli- 
tica$ly support the United States is obtained.Some may argue that the NORPAX/FGGE project 
I s  9n-qpplied research project due to the expendable bathythermograph experiment,It is 
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not!The expendable bathythermograph is also used for scientific purposes.Also it must 
be remembered that the expendable bathythermograph experiment is only one of many ex- 
perlmeznts that are being conducted in the NORPAXIFGGE program.Al1 the others are 
scientific in nature.In addition,it should be noted that the expendable bathythermo- 
graph experiment can be conducted in other ways that would probably be more accurate 
and strategically valuable.In the case of the NORPAXIFGGE project,the expendable bathy- 
th~magraph had a dual role. 
The intellectual aspect of supporting the United States politically by research is 
deriyeQfromthe increasing population of educated people.It is essential that for any 
polifical entity to survive,there must be intellectuals (educated people).There are 
thqga who argue that it is better to have a population of uneducated people since that 
makes it easier to control them.In other words,the adage from George Orwell's novel 1984 
which states that "Ignorance is Strength" is correct.The author disgrees.1ntellectuals 
arg qaeded to foster the well being and longevityof a political state.Through research, 
I 1 intellactualism is nurtured and perpetuated.Due to the liberal policies of the United 
1 
I 
i Statg~i  n terms of freedom of educatj.on,voice,and the rig5t to be what you want to be, 
, 
people have sought refuge in the United States.This policy has brought many educated 
peapls ro this country that h2.12 +_hen helped support this nation politically through 
ths+r research efforts. 
Q f p n  the intellectual and military components of the political entity go hand in 
ha~d,TGis has been demonstrated time after time by the defection of scientists and in- 
tel$ecfpals to the United States and who have then given the United Statessome of the most 
poteqt and superiorwar machines that ever exsisted. 
Rppsarch is necessary from the political viewpoint because of it's military and in- 
tel$ept;~gl qualities.There is no way that this can be disputedl~oney and time have no 
valys a discussion of this nature as what is being discussed is beyond such material 
articles. 
Frarq a cultural point of view,research is extremely worthwhile!Culture signifies the 
stqFys gf  a nation and why it exsists in the form that it does.Culture is the essence of 
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a natj.onls exsistence.Another way to descibe it is that culture is the "soul" of a 
country.Research plays an important role in influencing the cultural component.Whether 
it $6 basic or applied research makes no difference. 
The United States has a culturebasedon the material objects and knowledge and 
skill level it has developed.The United States was built on a foundation of inventions, 
innovations,and technology.In every one of these aspects,research played an important 
part,Research permitted the inventions,innovations,and technological developments to 
occyy,The culture that exsists today is based on the many sophisticated objects,machines, 
, 
1 arld Fnawledge that were derived from research.The United States is recognized by most of 
ths world for its technologically advanced culture.Al1 these developments and advance- 
rneptg gdgnify the American culture.Research helped give the United States theposition 
aqd atatus it has in the world, 
fl~wever research must go on if the United States is to maintain its present position 
and 6tatus.Today many other nations are attempting to advance themselves through strong 
reflaarch and educational programs.The United States is losing ground to some of these 
I1 foreign countries,"~he United States is being beaten at its own game, if you wish to coin 
a phrqae.The United States,therefore,must push even harder by conducting continuous on- 
gotng research projects in all areas (not just the sea),The American culture depends on 
it 86 well as thrives on it.The image of America as a technological advanced culture must 
be prewerved as it epitomizes what the United statesof America is. 
aye to the cultural importance of research,research projects such as the NoRPAX/FGGE 
experiment must go on,They are extremely valuable and worthwhile.The NORPAX/FGGE project 
is ju$t one small facet of the whole concept of research that preserves the American 
inlqge, 
Qyv because of the NORPAX/FGGE project,the United States has gained a little more i 
kqoyledge about the oceans that noone else may be aware of.And who knows? At a later ! 
date $t may prove to be extremely valuable,At present,the United States is just preser- 
ving irs image and maintaining its culture by supporting the NORPAXIFGGE project. 
t '  
$he research concept is mandatory if the United States is to survive culturally. 
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Research both nurtures and pertuates the American culture. 
In both the political and cultural viewpoints,money and time were omitted from the 
d$scyosion.The author believes that the views presented can not be defined in relation 
to  money and time.What is being presented is an ideal that can not be priced or sacri- 
f iced ,  
The preservation of this nation is a must --- at any costITherefore the conclusion 
to ba derived is that research must continue.Even though the economics of the period 
I I dictate another course,this country can not succornb to a small crisis that is only a 
re$ative thing.0ptimism is a state of mind that must be maintained in such crisis.How- 
1 ever in order to be optimistic,one must believe that this country will continue to ex- 
i 
s$st,Jn order for this nation to exsist,its ideals must be preserved.Research is part 
1 of  those ideals --- therefore research is worthwhile.The political and cultural com- 
papent override the economic component.The only thing economics will dictate is prudent 
use of the funds available,Vhether the research is basic or applied has no bearing as I 
1 4 
- bath have a purpose in preserving the United States.Now that the question of research 5 
1 ha@ been answered from a national standpoint,the implications it has on the rest of the 
i 1 world must be considered. 
4 
1 
1 I n  deriving this answer,the Law of the Sea must be considered.The Law of the Sea 
Stngle Negotiating Text that was formulated at the Third Law of the Sea Conference at 
Gepeyg in 1975 is used as the basis for all legal precedents discussed in this report. 
Though the Single Negotiating Text was never ratified or accepted formally,many parts 
of It have become accepted as Common Law and are respected as such by most nations.The 
Uo$t@d States has conformed with most of the accepted Common Law parts of the Single 
Negov+sting Text and adheres to the articles set forth. 
The NORPAX~FGGE project can in no way be misinterpreted by a coastal nation as an 
attempt to exploit their resources.Before continuing,the coastal nations whose waters 
I 
j the NQRFAX/FGGE eperiment did enter shouldbedefined.The NORPAX/FGGE project entered 
i waters ynder the sovereignty of France and Kiribati.The author defines sovereign waters 
# 
a8 HaFeXs extending from the coastal nation's baseline out to 200 miles.The basis for 
the author's definition is the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf concept 
s e t  ferth in the Single Negotiating Text.Coasta1 nations have all rights and sovereignty 
overwaters extending 200 miles outward in terms of resource rights and exploitation.This 
cs~egpt has become accepted as Common Law by most nations though it was not ratified at 
the Third Law of the Sea Conference.Figure 4-1 depicts the courseline of the NORPAXlFGGE 
project and all the coastal nations involved.Figure 4-2 below is a close-up depiction 
of qll the islands of French Polynesia whose waters were entered by the research ves- 
sel while conducting the NORPAX/vC,GE project.Figure 4-3,0n the following page,is a 
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c$ose-up depiction of the northern Line Islands which compose part of the ~epublic of 
4 
a Kiribati and whose waters were entered by the research vessel while conducting the 
NQWAX/FGGE project.Figure 4-4 on the following page is a close-up of the southern Line 
9 
Islands which also compose part of the Republic of Kiribati and whose waters were en- 
tered by the research vessel while conducting the NORPAX/FGGE project.Just as a note of 
reference,the Line Islands are one of several island chains that collectively compose 
The NoRPAX/FGGE project can not be misinterpreted by either coastal nation as an 
attempt to exploit their resources or design of such notion since the project in no way 
promoted such desire and it conformed with the Common Law parts of the Single Negoti- 
atin@ Text. 
The first argument of defense is the fact that the NORPAXIFGGE project was not 
t q k i ~ ~  any living or nonliving resources from either coastal nation's waters.The Single 
' ~ e ~ ~ f t @ t i n ~  Text states that vrithjn 200 miles of a coastal nation,nothing can be removed 
4 fram the water or seabed unless permitted by the coastal nation.Specific reference is I 
4 made t a  Article 16,paragraph 3 of the First Committee's Text on the Accommodation's of 
I 
Aetiviries in the Area and in the Marine Environment;Articles 45.46,and 49 of the Second 
{ Caquqitfee's Text on the Exclusive Economic 2one;Articles 62,63,and 71 of the Second Com- 
1 
j miftes's Text on the Continental She1f;Article 21 of the Third Committee's Text on Mar- 
; 
ing @cj.pntific Research.Since nothing is being taken,the NORPAX~FGGE project does not 
r viplats any nation's rights. 
I 
X 
i Ths second argument of defense is that the NORPAXIFGGE project did seek permission I 
/ frpm the coastal nations involved to do the experiment (parts of it) within their waters 
< 
; aqd permission was granted.This action complied with Article 5 and Article 14 of the 
! 
I 
! Third Committee's Text on Marine Scientific Research.In addition,a full set of descrip- 
4 tive datails as specified in Article 15 of the Third Committee's Text on Marine Scien- 
I tif*~ Research was provided to the coastal nations involved. 
The third argument of defense is the nature of the project.The NORPAX~FGGE project is 
a q~gpq~ch project of a fundamental nature that has no relation to the resources of the 
1 
I coastal nation's waters that were entered.Another way of looking at it is that the 
J NOqP&/FGGE project is a basic research project as opposed to an applied research pro- 
, ject.4rticle 18,paragraph 1 of the Third Committee's Text on Marine Scientific Research 
stages that the distinction betveen fundamental and resource-related research must be 
made qnd communicated to the coastal nation whose waters the research project will be 
enrar$flg.Since this article was complied with and the research project is of a funda- 
meqta* vature,none of the coastal. ?ations involved have had their rights violated. 
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The last argument to be offered is that the United States is complying with the 
concept of international cooperation and is making the data available to all,(~he 
YQW&X/FGGE project had scientists from other nations participating in the experiment.) 
The Gingle Negotiating Text that was formulated at the Third Law of the Sea Conference 
cpntains many articles fostering the concept of cooperation between countries. 
All the arguments given by the author support the statement that the NORPAX/FGGE 
/ ~raja~t can in no way be misinterpreted as a design to exploit a coastal nation's re- 
6~~~0es.The author would also like to remind the reader that the Single Negotiating 
Ttaqt which was formulated at the Third Law of the Sea Conference is not valid as a 
laqal document since it was never agreed upon.But,many parts of it have become Common 
Lay and they must be respected. 
The only aspect of the NORPAX/FGGE project that the author would question from the 
vittq~int of international harmony and peace (though from a nationalistic point of 
vlew,the author has no qualms) is the submarine warfare data being collected in the 
expsriment.This data was collected all the time (every half degree of latitude) in- 
cluding inside the 200 mile sovereign waters (as defined according to the articles on 
the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf) of the coastal nations involved. 
4rticle 4 of the Third Committee's Text on Marine Scientific Research stipulates that 
rasearch is exclusively conducted for peaceful purposes.Submarine warfare can hardly 
bs considered a peaceful purpose.However it is undoubtably a fact that irregardless of 
whether France or Kiribati are aware of the data being collected for submarine warfare, 
they are allies of the United States and support the American position of defender of 
the western world-Therefore whatever the United States does militarily,is supportive 
of th~ir position as well. 
Refiearch has been severely curtailed today due to the Common Law acceptance of the 
S/ngJe Negotiating Text that was formulated at the Third Law of the Sea conference. 
Shoqld the Single Negotiating Text ever be ratified or fully accepted as Common Law, 
the Pyreaucracy of initiating and conducting marine research would be overwhelming as 
we$$ as frustrating.This would dissuade many scientists and researchers from enthus- 
la~tjcally doing research.Some would undoubtably not even be interested at all. 
The intent of the Third Law of the Sea Conference's Single Negotiating Textiswell 
meant but the practical aspect of carrying out the text as formal law is unrealistic. 
Tod@y,every individual as well as nation has their own point of view and way of inter- 
prsting things.With the many different political,social,and economic structures ex- 
siatsnt in the world,there is bound to be confusion,misinterpretation,and outright 
conglict over any such document-The fact that the Third Law of the Sea Conference's 
S ~ P Q ~ Q  Negotiating Text could not be ratified or agreed upon in 1975 exemplifies the 
author's viewpoint. 
T t  is the author's viewpoint that the Single Negotiating Text that was formulated 
a t  ths Third Law of the Sea Conference ought to be canned (disregarded).The Single 
Nsq~t#.ating Text merely imposes harsh restrictions on marine scientific research.From 
tha standpoint of research,there should be no Law of the Sea d0cument.A~ long as every 
nation knows the boundaries of the other and respects them,there are no problems.If 
+9 there are problems,go the International Court or fight it out. 
The first item of the Single Negotiating Text that is detrimental to marine research 
* 
2 
! ip general is the proposal for an international agency that oversees all research even 
i 
on the high seas.Having such an agency would merely create another bureaucratic red 
I t@pa prganization which would be just as ineffectual as the United Nations.This agency 
wou4d be comprised of representatives from different nations who would supposedly work 
, tpqether.With all the different radical nations there are,the author does not see how 
such ap agency could function properly,objectively,or fairly. 
The author also feels that the construction of such an agency destroys the concept 
1 of '!high seasU.The high seas are meant to be free of any jurisdiction.The "high seas" 
cgncept is one of the last vestiges of totally free places.They should be preserved for 
that reason alone! 
Ths second detrimental item is the "International Seabed Authority" that is pro- 
paise4 in the Third Law of the Sea Conference's Single Negotiating Text.Whether this is 
an s~tension of the above unnamed agency or a seperate organization is not explained in 
the $ingle Negotiating Text.The "International Seabed Authority" would have the right 
, to regulate all bottom sampling and resource removal from the sea floor.Knowing the 
1 position of many of the countries of the world in relationship to the United States as 
the author does only serves to strengthen the author's viewpoint that such an organi- 
aafign would be dangerous.The United States would get screwed no matter how you look at 
~ it. 
The author feels that whoever has the capability and the interest in taking the re- 
qpurqes and whatnot that are located in the high seas seabed is entitled to do so with- 
ou$ hindrance or regulation by anyone. 
A third detrimental aspect of the Third Law of the Sea Conference's Single Negoti- 
ating Text is the new zones that have been defined and their 1imits.Particularly the 
the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf Zone that are proposed.(Both the Ex- 
c$u@ive Economic Zone and C,ontinental Shelf Zone are acceptedascommon Law.) With the 
qaw zones,research is now subjected to the whims and regulations of the coastal nation 
who@@ waters they are in.Both of these zones extend 200 miles seaward from the coastal 
q$t$on's baselines.Many of the interesting and important research areas are located 
wj.th$n the boundaries of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf Zone.Should 
the coastal nation whose waters the research project is being conducted be hostile or 
i n  a s  anti-social state,it can misinterpret the Law of the Sea text so that it can 
terminate the other nation's research operations.Supposedly this should not happen but 
t h e  Third Law of the Sea Conference's Single Negotiating Text is sufficiently ambiguous 
sa that it can. 
Qne final detrimental aspect of the Third Law of the Sea conference's Single Nego- 
tiating Text is the ambiguity of the document itself.This has already been suggested in 
sQqe the prior items and viewpoints.The whole text is a potpourri of vague definitions 
and c~ntradictory statements that can be xead any way an individualwishesto read them. 
O p e  of the best examples of contradiction is the subject of the "International Sea- 
bed A~thority".In the Single Negotiating Text of the Third Law of the Sea Conference,the 
Fir$$,pornmittee and Third Committee contradict each other.The First Committee states 
1 
that any country or international organization has the right to conduct marine scientific 4 
research on the high seas as long as they conform with the provisions of the internat- 
i i o i l a l  agency set up to monitor such activity. 
The Third Committee states that any country or international organization can con- 
duct marine scientific research on the high seas.There is no governing body to monitor 
the research. 
! An excellent example of the vagueness of the Third Law of the Sea Conference's Sin- 
d 
: $18 Negotiating Text is the definitions of research of a fundamental nature and research 
] ~f a resource-related aspect.The term resource-related is vague in the text and therefore 
j csgld be interpreted differently by different nations.Naturally if the situation arose, 
; bet;h nations would have dispute settlement procedures initiated-This of course sounds 
: f i n e  but it is unfortunately notlThe part of the Single Negotiating Text that deals with 1 
i ssttlements of disputes is itself vague.The "Settlement of Disputes" section of the text 
t 
! doe6 not define whether there will be a comprehensive dispute settlement mechnism or in- 
; dividual issue settlement process.In addition the proposed dispute settlement process 
i 
i ha@ no criteria with which a distinction between fundamental research and resource-rela- 
. , 
; teq research can be made.Lastly it has not even been determined what type of body should 
he handling such cases. 
The conclusion to be drawn is that the Single Negotiating Text as derived at the 
1 
1 Third Law of the Sea Conference in Geneva is highly useless as a document for prescribing 
3 
' 
ruJes of conduct for marine scientific research. i 
+ Research is an important part of the United States that must be carried on irregard- 
3 
i 
i less of the Law of the Sea issue.The proper atitude to be adopted by the United States 1 
1 i n  lieu of noformal international agreement is one of exercising prudent moral behavior i 
I 
i q  @reas not covered by Common Law or other formal doctrines. 
3 
1 
The NORPAX/FGGE experiment was a worthwhile project that did not violate any of the 
4 
Cowoe Laws that have been adapted from the Single Negotiating Text of the Third Law of 
i 
1 the Sea Conference.In additioi1,it may be safely said that,the NORPAX/FGGE experiment was 
3 
1 qaf qp attempt by the United States to exploit the resources of either France or Kiribati. 
i 
4 
Neither can it be i n t e r p r e t e d  any d i f f e r e n t l y .  
Honolulu and Papeete: 
A Comparison of Two Cities. 
Honolulu and Papeete are climatically and geographically the same.However the simi- 
larities end there.From the social and economic viewpoints,Honolulu and Papeete are 
vsxy different.Politically,Honolulu and Papeete are also different but the differences 
do nat have a major impact in defining the two cities.The similarities and differences 
bgfyqen Honolulu and Papeete will be examined from the viewpoint of Papeete's ability 
to bgcome a major tourist attraction on the level of Honolulu.It must be noted that at 
this time (today) Papeete is a minor tourist center.It is also the author's belief that 
f q ~  a long time to come in the future,Papeete will remain a minor tourist center. 
Climati~ally~both Honolulu and Papeetehave the same weather.Honolulu is situated 
within the northern hemisphere's tradewind field which is known as the Northeast Trade- 
windg,Papeete is situated in the southern hemisphere's counterpart to the Northeast 
Trqdgtwinds which is the Southeast Tradewinds.Both tradewinds are warm blowing winds 
t h a t  provide gentle breezes on otherwise warm areas. 
80th cities are tropical due to their location near the equatorial regions of the 
Eq~th,Poth cities are therefore subjected to strong solar radiation. 
Temperatures for both Honolulu and Papeete are nearly identical (Papeete is slightly 
waymer).The temperature range between day and night as well as between seasons is also 
very similar.However it must be noted that the seasons are reversed between the cities. 
TQ$@ i s  due to Honolulu being located in the northern hemisphere and Papeete being lo- 
cq$qd in the southern hemisphere.Therefore when it is summer in Honolulu,it is winter in 
Due to both cities being located on the leeward side of their respective islands,the 
rainfall for both is similar. 
bqpolulu is located on the southern side of the island of Oahu and is protected from 
t4p ~ t ~ o n g  force of the Northeast Tradewinds by the Koolau mountains.This is because the 
Koolau mountains reach heights of 3,000 feet or more and interfere with the tradewinds 
and low clouds.The clouds buildup on the windward side of the mountains and drop most 
of $heir rain on that side.The leeward side is only subjected to the rain clouds that do 
manqge to creep over the mountains,or the Kona weather system that develops with loss of 
the tradewinds. 
Papeete is located on the northwestern side of the island of Tahiti and is protected 
£ram the strong force of the Southeast Tradewinds by a central mountain range composed 
of Mt. Ivirairai,Mt. Aorai,Mt, Orohena,and Mt. Tetufera.Because these mountains reach 
heiqhts of 6,000 to 7,000 feet in elevation,they obstruct the Southeast ~radewinds and 
low clouds from passing over Papeete.The clouds buildup over thewindward side of Tahiti 
and deposit most of the rainfall there.The little rainfall that Papeete does receive is 
from clouds that manage to creep over the mountains or a "Kona type" weather system that 
d~vel~ps with loss of the tradewinds.However,in the case of Papeete's "Kona type" weather 
sygfgm,there is no volcano involved, 
Another climatical factor that enhances both cities is the warm ocean waters sur- 
roqnding the islands.In both cases,the typical sea surface temperature is approximately 
27 degrees Celsius (Papeete is slightly higher).These warm temperatures of the water tend 
tq ~nsist most of the year.Variation of temperature is slight.Having such a stable warm 
water mass around the islands helps to maintain a stable climate over the respective 
citigs.Both the land temperatures and land breezes are regulated by the ocean waters and 
shpca $he ocean waters are warm and stable,the climate is accordingly similar. 
p ~ e  to both Honolulu and Papeete being located on the leeward sides of the respective 
islanqs of Oahu and Tahiti which are located in the tropical region of the Earth,both 
citjes have desirable climates that make them attractive as vacation spots. 
Xp terms of geography,Honolulu and Papeete are nearly mirror reflections of each 
other in opposite henispheres.Both are located on islands that are part of archipelagoes 
in the Pacific 0cean.Figure 5-1 gives a cartographic depiction of the "mirror" concept. 
yonolulu is located at 21 degrees,l9.0 minutes North and 157 degrees,52.0 minutes 
Weqc the island of 0ahu.Oahu is one of several islands that make up the Hawaiian 
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Arch$pelago.All the Hawaiian Islands are volcanic in origin and are structured accor- 
di~gly.All the islands originated from a hotspot in the Earth's mantle that is posi- 
tianed at approximately 19 degrees North and 155 degrees,30.0 minutes West.These co- 
ardipates place the hotspot under the island of Hawaii.The archipelgo then extends 
northwest from the hotspot.The reason for this direction of the island chain is the 
m~arnent of the Pacific plate (plate tetonics theory) to the n0rthwest.A~ one proceeds 
up f h ~  island chain each island is older due to the further distance it is from the 
hat6pot.At one time each of the islands were located exactly where the hotspot is but 
the movement of the Pacific plate shifted them to their present position.Fiqure 5-2 
dgpicts the Hawaiian Archipelago and location of Honolulu. 
Papeete is located at 17 degrees~0.0 minutes South and 149 degrees, 36.0 minutes 
West on the island of Tahiti.~ahiti is one of several islands that make up the Society 
Island chain.Al1 the Society Islands are volcanic in origin and are structured accor- 
dingly.Like the Hawaiian Archipelago,the Society Islandswere created from a hotspot in 
t k ~  Esrth's mantle that is positioned at approximately 17 degree~~53.0 minutes South 
and 148 degrees,40.0 minutes West.These coordinates place the hotspot under the island 
o f  Mgheita.Unlike the Hawaiian Archipelago,the Society Islands appear to no longer have 
any vglcanic activity.The Society Island chain extends northwest from the hotspot to the 
ql4eat above water island of Maupiti.The northwest direction of the island chain is due 
ta the movement of the Pacific plate.Ths same phenomena that affected the formation of 
the Hawaiian ~rchipelago also affected the formation of the Society Island chain-As one 
proceeds up the Society Island chain each island is progressively older due to its fur- 
ther distance from the h0tspot.A~ in the case of the Hawaiian Islandsleach of the Soci- 
e$y Islands were at one time positioned over the hotspot but the movement of the pacific 
p l a t e  has brought them to their present 1ocation.Figure 5-3,on the following page de- 
p i c t a  the Society Island chain and Papeete. 
Tahiti is the "big island" of the Society Island chain.Except for the islet of Me- 
heita,Tahiti is the newest of the Society Islands just as Hawaii is the newest of the 
Harqiian 1slands.To make an analogy for the sake of being the devil's advocate,Raiatea 
of thg Society Islands would be Oahu of the Hawaiian Archipelago.The emphasis of this 
aqaloqy is support the geographic similarity of the Society Island chain to the Hawaiian 
A~chipelago.It should be understood that the author is not implying that Raiatea and 
O?hy aye exactly the same age or identical. 
By now it should be clear that Honolulu and Papeete are not on the same respective 
i s iaqq  of each island chain. 
Honolulu is on a smaller island of an older date while Papeete is on the biggest 
i s f q ~ f l  of a newer date.Howeverinterms of geography of both respective islands that the 
c/Fie~ +re located on,the cities are located in the most favorable place of each island. 
Qoth are on the leeward sides of their respective islands.Figure 5-4 on the follow- 
/ng page depicts Honolulu on the leeward side of Oahu-Figure 5-5 depicts Papeete on the 
Tqeyqyd side of Tahiti.Both cities are therefore sheltered from the strong force of the 
trqdewinds and frequent rainfalls of the windward side. 
th 
Updoubtably the first settlers (non-Polynesians of the 19- century) to the islands 
chose the leeward sides of Oahu and Tahiti for the very reason that they are the more 
pleasant sides.As the population grew by birth and immigration,the new populace also 
fo~@ the leeward sides more favorable and settled there as well.Soon large settlements 
hqq developed and as they continued to grow,cities were born.Hence you had the develop- 
1 
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rnent of the cities of Honolulu and Papeete. 
However even though the geography of Honolulu and Papeete is very similarlit is 
also the reason why Honolulu has developed so much more than Papeete. 
The majority of land mass on the Earth is located in the northern hemisphere-The 
majority of civilization is therefore also located in the northern hemisphere.Al1 the 
fylly developed nations of the world are located in the northern hemisphere.This com- 
kinqtion of land masslcivilization,and developed nations makes the northern hemisphere 
q much more traveled part of the world.Since Honolulu is located in the northern hemi- 
~ph@re,it is a lot closer to the activity that occurs in the northern hemisphere-Hono- 
Fulu is located in the travel lanes of activity that transpires between nations of the 
n~rthern hemisphere.~ue to Honolulu's attractive climate and geographical locationlit 
tgnde to be a more heavily visited place.Naturally with an influx of people comes de- 
vgl~ppent.Being that Honolulu is a city within the United Statestwhich is one of the 
mere developed nations of the.world,it is more strongly affected by progress and the 
c~nqept of development.Honolulu has therefore become a modern city with big buildings, 
industrial complexes,transportation networks,et cetera. 
Because of the modern amenities of Honolulu as well as climate and geographical 
~r~~irnity to the activity of the northern hemisphere,it is a much more easier city to 
visit.Tourism is therefore a much larger part of Honolulu's exsistence.People visiting 
IjqnoLulu believe that at the same time that they are visiting an "exotic land" they 
stillhave all the "comforts" of home.This is of course quite true. 
Papeete,on the other hand,is much further away from the heavily traveled northern 
hemisphere and therefore isolated.Papeete lacks the influx of people and development. 
TQis is not to say that Papeete is not up with the modern times because that would be 
fq$ae.This simply says that the scale of development or progress of Papeete is not of 
a magnitude that can compare to Honolulu.Being that Papeete is much further removed 
Exom the activity of the northern hemisphere,the influx of people is less and the need 
f p ~  development is less.0ne can not build businesses (tourist or otherwise) if there 
aFa np people to support them-Also the importation of materials to carry out the dev- 
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aJopment is unwarranted as there is no basis for it.The geographical location of 
P@peete on an island in the southern hemisphere has isolated it from the development 
fervor of the heavily active parts of the world. 
From the social aspect,Papeete outstrips Honolulu by a wide margin.Papeete has a 
charm of friendliness that Honolulu can not offer though it tries to. 
The isolation of Papeete from the world has helped preserve its true Polynesian 
ptqosphere and spirit of 1ife.This is reflected in the people of Papeete.Papeete does 
npf have the many different ethnic groups that Honolulu has.Therefore the competition 
between ethnic groups is not intense and the harsh anti-social relationships between 
ethnic groups is virtually non-exsistent.Anytime that there is strong competition bet- 
ween ethnic groups,there is conflict which can not helped but be noticed.In the case 
aE Hanolulu,it is exsistent and does get noted by the visiting observer (tourist).In 
Baqoulu,a facade of "aloha spirit" is maintained so as to keep the tourist happy but, 
i n  the author's opinionlit is beginning to wear thin. 
In the case of Papeete,the people are naturally congenial and friendly-This is be- 
cause there is no conflict between ethnic groups which can create anti-social feelings. 
The people will smile at you,say hello to you,and help you.The author received assist- 
ance on matters without even inquiring about them.Basically the local people are in- 
t ~ i q ~ e d  by the visiting strangers who come from lands that they have only heard about. 
Another factor that gives Papeete the edge on social aspects is the lack of develop- 
w ~ p t  of the city.The city has not been turned into a maze of stores,restaurants,and 
$purist attractions. 
The people of Tahiti do not feel ousted from their world.Outsiders have not taken 
over their world and turned it into a big tourist center.The main street (Boulevard 
Pamare) for example has not been turned into an alley of fancy tourist shops but it is 
rabher an avenue of mixed stores ranging from car dealers and toilets to clothing shops 
aqd 4uxury items. 
A final factor is the Polynesian ethnicity of the people of Papeete.The Polynesians 
have generally been recognized as a friendly group of people that relate to others with 
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Wqzqness.Even though there has been some mixing of races (mostly Caucasian and Poly- 
qe@ian),the Polynesian social traits are apparently retained-This factor which the 
author calls the "true aloha spirit" is still exsistent and spread by the people of 
Bapsgte. 
pue to the overwhelming warmness of the inhabitants of Papeete as compared to 
Hoqalulu,the tourists would feel more welcome.Not only that,but the tourists would 
fee4 more relaxed since they would not feel that they were being "takenn.The author 
hqq Tun into many tourists in Honolulu who feel that they have been "takenl'.Basically 
the only reason they feel as such is because the warm "aloha spirit" is not there. 
Toq~ists realize that they have to spend money if they come to Honolulu.If the locals 
( a l l  people of the the tourist related businesses) would be more friendly in their 
transactions with the touriststthe tourists would go away feeling a little more happy. 
Papeete by far exceeds Honolulu in providing a warm social atmosphere and "true 
slaha spiritV.However Eromthe viewpoint of social activities to entertain the tourists 
f o ~  the duration of their visit,Honolulu by far exceeds Papeete. 
Honolulu provides a multitude of entertainment places ranging from discoteques, 
n4.teclubsIluau fe~tivities~restaurants to scenic cruises,Hawaiiana shows,points of 
$~teyest,and whatever else one can think of to do. 
The choice of type of music,what kind of foodrand what interests the individual is 
endless (in terms of the average length of stay of the tourist).Honolulu,during the day, 
offers plenty of places to visit and things to do.Honolulu has one of the biggest shop- 
p i p g  centers (Ala Moana shopping center) inthe world with all sorts of stores.Places of 
/prg+zest for the tourists include the Kodak Hula show which depicts actual Hawaiian 
qqpces and cu1ture;Waikiki Aquarium which has one of the best as well as some of the 
qp$y fish collections in the wor1d;Paradise Park which depicts many of the tropical 
f&yers and plants found in the tropics;Foster Botanical Gardens which also features 
many of the lush tropical plants and agricultural items;Waikiki beach and Ala Moana 
beqch which are easily reached;the Punchbowl Monument and Arizona Memorial which many 
people wish to visit for purposes of remembering one of the great atrocities of the 
a0t-h century;sports fishing faci1ities;diving equipment facilities as well as good 
diving 1ocations;and finally a means of being able to visit all these places-There are 
~f course more places to visit and things to do than is mentioned here but the point 
i s  made. 
Not only does Honolulu have many interesting places and social activities but the 
islqnd (0ahu)itself has many interesting places to visit and activities going on.Exam- 
pies are Waimea Beach Park,the Polynesian Cultural Centerland Sea Life Park.Since al- 
g ~ p t  all the hotels are in Honolulu,people have to come to Honolulu and stay there. 
They then go out and visit these different outside places and activities. 
Honolulu has the added advantage of a good transportation network that links all 
fh@ Pifferent places and social activities.Honolulu's bus system is an excellent mod- 
ern oystem that is comfortable and efficient-In addition there are many private bus 
gyptams that help tourists get to the many places and activities.There are plenty of 
tavis available for getting around within the city for those who prefer taxis.There are 
a$sa plenty of automobile rental agencies that provide good clean cars for people in- 
terested in touring the sights on their own.If an individual prefers motorcycles,mo- 
p@ds,or bicyclestthey are also available.The road system is well defined and in good 
~sndition so there is little trouble getting around. 
pue to the many social activities,places of interestland excellent transportation 
fac~J.ities,Honolulu is well prepared for entertaining the tourist.Papeete,on the other 
Papeete is very similar to the Latin or South American cities that are of little 
siza and are in the tropics.It does not have much color or attractiveness for the tour- 
i~v.The main avenue (Boulevard Pomare) is nicely lined with trees and decent looking 
bui7dings but one block up from the main avenue provides a total change.Some areas 
youJd remind an individual of a slum district.There is even an industrial center within 
the heart of the city thatmakesplenty of noise. 
, Pgpeete does not have anv decent beaches at all.One must leave the city to find a 
decent beach-There are no cultural or ethnic oriented social activities that the tour- 
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ist may visit or participate in.(From time to time there are some such events staged 
hut not on a regular basis.)There are no beautiful gardens,museums,monouments,aquariums, 
Q$ dive facilities in Papeete.If one wishes to go swimming,surfing,or diving they must 
$pave the city.They must also have the equipment as Papeete is very limited in being 
a$L@ to provide such items.For those who enjoy looking at beautiful scenery,they must 
@$EQ leave the city and find it.Tahiti does have plenty of scenery and beautiful scenic 
spats but it is out in the country.For those who enjoy sports fishing,sport fishing 
oyffits are available.Papeete has a few shops,many with excellent French importstbut 
thqg is it. 
For nighttime activities,there are a few discoteques and restaurants but that is it. 
The city of Papeete is basically a dead town at night.0ne would have to occupy them- 
sslves in the evening. 
The transportation system in Papeete is the infamous vehicle known as "Le Truck". 
These are the buses,They are basically flatbed trucks outfitted with benches on both 
3 sides of the flatbed and roof.In addition they all provide disco music whether one likes 
it or not at a decibel that can make one deaf.(Disco fever is at a peak in Tahiti.)The 
ride can be hard on one's derrier since the benches are wooden and the shock absorbers 
aye n ~ t  oo effective.It is however the local means of getting around and for those 
interested in seeing the local lifestylelit is a good way of doing it.The time schedule 
is up to the driver.There are no private bus companies in Papeete. 
There are a few automobile rental agencies as well as moped and bicycle rental agen- 
oies,The roads are decent but due to the lack of things to dolthere is not much value 
t~ y ~ ~ t i n g  the vehicles except for going around the island of Tahiti once or twice. 
Papeete is basically not good for anyone who is looking for things to do or parti- 
o ipa tg  in.Tourists would rather stay at a hotel outside of Papeete or on another island. 
qosp hotels are in fact outside Papeete and are self-sufficient units that attempt to 
provide all the entertainment for the tourists within the complex. 
Far people wishing to get away from it al1,Papeete is not a bad place to visit.Also 
f o ~  Those people who enjoy scenery and picturesque settings (romantic and exotic1,Tah- 
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iti is a beautiful place to visit though Papeete is not an example of it. 
Because of Papeete's lack of social activities and places to visit,it is not a big 
taurist attraction.Therefore in comparison to Honolulu,Honolulu is the more popular 
city to visit.Honolulu,in addition,has the added attraction of the other Hawaiian Is- 
lands which are beautiful and do attract visitors.These visitors must however come to 
YonoLulu first before going on to another island.Therefore Honolulu is the focal point 
~f 311 activities in the Hawaiian Archipelago.Papeete can not compare to Honolulu in 
t a ~ q  of social activities and entertainment for the tourists.Papeete is just not pre- 
pared for being a tourist center. 
Economically,Papeete can not compare to Honolulu either.The geographic location 
q ~ t  only set Papeete out of the more heavily traveled areas of the northern hemishere 
byf also made the transportation costs of reaching Papeete much more expensive.Papeete 
is a very expensive city to reach from almost any part of the globe.The average tourist 
can not afford the cost of traveling to and from Papeete let alone the costs of staying 
there. 
b Papeete is a very expensive town for the tourist who not prepared for it.There are 
pf course reasonable (the author bases the term reasonable as it is defined by American 
stqpdards) places in Papeete but the tourists are unaware of them until they have ar- 
rived,and by that time they are committed to the arrangements made.For the tourist vis- 
iting Papeete for the first timetthere is basically no way he/she can know about the 
mpye reasonable places until they get there.This is because the reasonable places do 
not advertise abroad the way the big outfits do.It should be noted that the reasonable 
places do not have all the plush accommodations that the big outfits do but they are 
@till adequately furnished.It is also a fact that if these reasonable places did adver- 
tise in a travel brochure or whatnot,they would not sound appealing or as appealing as 
ope of the big places. 
A second expensive factor is food since most of it is imported from abroad.Most 
restaurants charge high prices when compared to prices in Honolulu.There is of course 
a qbrg reasonable aspect to dining in Papeete but it is undoubtably something the tour- 
ist would not wish to do every evening.The reference to reasonable meals is the din- 
ner wagons that come down to the harbor front in the evening-The dinner wagonstwhich 
total about thirtyfive altogether,set up benches around the rear of the vehicle and 
tkpn  cook and serve meals.The selection is quite varied and the meals are very good. 
A @teak dinner can be had for approximately four dollars (U.S. dollars). 
Most souvenir shopstboutiquesrclothing storestand other retailers are very ex- 
pqnsive in Papeete.An example to demonstrate the price differences between Honolulu 
qnd Papeete is the cost of shampoo in both cities.In Honolulu,a ten ounce bottle of 
&+sic shampoo (none of the fancy brands or expensive stores) costs approximately 
ninetynine (99) cents (1980-U.S. dollars) .That same bottle of shampoo in Papeete costs 
six (6) dollars (1980-U.S. dollars).Another example is the price of razor blades 
(~tandard pack of five twinbladed razor blades) in both cities.In Papeete,the price is 
appx-gximately four ( 4 )  dollars and sixty (60) cents.1n Honolulu,the same razor blades 
cast one (1) dollax and ninetyseven (97) cents. 
Papeete is simply not an economic city that can attract tourism the way Honolulu 
cq~.Honolulu is a much cheaper city to reach for the majority of tourists.This is of 
course due to the geographic location of Honolulu which places it a lot closer to the 
act$ug regions of the world. 
Honolulu is also much more reasonable in terms of accommodations.0ne important 
fqctor that makes it cheaper is the tour packages that can be offered.Since Honolulu 
i q  p ~ c h  closer to the active regions of the world and sourcesoftourists,and it has so 
many social activitie~~tour packages can be arranged on a large scale that are both 
qqa~onable and affordable by the tourist. 
Food is also less expensivc.The tourist can choose between fast food outletstmid- 
cQp-priced restaurantstor high-priced dining places.The tourist sets the price on what 
&e/~he can afford.This option is not as readily available in Papeete. 
The many different shopstboutiquestand department stores are also much more rea- 
sq~able than their counterparts in Papeete.Honolulu is simply less expensive and more 
qffqydable by the tourist. 
One point to be notedis that Papeete is trying to build up its economic base by 
pr~viding investment incentives to certain foreign businesses.Among those being en- 
couraged to invest in Papeete are tourism,agriculture,and fishing industries.Papeete 
has developed a special legal code known as the Investment Code which is used to en- 
t i c e  foreign investors.The Investment Code offers benefits to investors such as cor- 
pewate and individual tax suspensions for several years,repatriation of profits and 
capital without penalty,hotel investment premiums,and privileged fiscal systems.There 
are of course other incentives.However the point is made that Papeete (as well as the 
&@at of French Polynesia) is actively seeking investors that can help build Papeete 
in tq  a healthy developed city. 
Honolulu is,on the other hand,trying to slow its growth so that it doesn't become 
. overrun by too many people or businesses.Honolulu has developed a stringent set of 
lggal regulations concgrning business enterprises,buildings,and other development 
projects.These regulations must be complied with fully before businesses or develop- 
went projects can be started.-ong the examples of legal regulations that have been 
@ap@blished are the Environmental Impact Statement which is needed before anything is 
qtqrfed,the building permits which are needed before any structure can be started,the 
Ppsiness permits which are needed before any business is initiated,and the zoning laws 
~ D i o h  establish what kinds of businesses or development projects may be initiated in 
4 certain area.There are of course many other regulations but the point is made.Hono- 
$p$u is at the stage where further growth and development has to be done slowly and 
p@yafully so that what is left of the natural environment is preserved. 
politically Honolulu and Papeete are different.Honolulu is a city in the state of 
Hqwaii which is one of the federation of states that collectively compose the United 
$$+tes of America. 
Papeete is a city in the Overseas Territory of French Polynesia which is a terri- 
tpyial possession of the Republic of France.The Overseas Territory of French Polynesia 
43s all but autonomous government. 
phe official language of Honolulu is English.The official language of Papeete is 
French and Tahitian.However the different political status and languages of the two 
c$fies do not hinder either city from effectively attracting tourists.Both Honolulu 
an4 Papeete are very similar in some political areas. 
Both cities are the capitols of their respective political entities (state and 
overseas territory1,Both cities are in the western world and subscribe to the concepts 
qf democracy and 1iberty.Both cities have a mayor and city council to govern their 
~~litical operation.Both cities have police and fire departments to provide the neces- 
sary emergency services.Both provide social services and public works-Neither Honolulu 
o r  Papeete has taxation (Honolulu is subjected to a state tax but this should not be 
confused as a city tax).Honolulu and Papeete both have uniform currencies (though of 
digferent nomenclature and value).Honolulu utilizes the American dollar.Papeete uses 
the French Pacific Franc.Both cities are the business centers of the respective poli- 
tical entities.Finally as a last note,both Honolulu and Papeete welcome tourists and 
ather visitors to their cities. 
Due to the many similar characteristics of Honolulu and Papeete,both cities are 
sguitable political structures though of different political status. 
Sn conclusion,both Honolulu and Papeete have similar qualities that make them 
attractive as tourist centers.However due to the geographical and economical advantage 
of ~onolulu over Papeete,Honolulu will undoubtably remain the large tourist center it 
+q while Papeete continues at its present 1evel.For how long? Perhaps forever! 
The appendix c~ntains some of the actual data obtained from the different experi- 
p@nts described in chapter two.The appendix is meant to complement the text of chapter 
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(NOAA) ,Washington,D.C.. 
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Experiment/First Global GARP Experiment for the University of Hawaii. 
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Preliminary data from the North 
Pacific Experiment/First Global 
GARP Experiment (NORPAX/FGGE) 
was also utilized in compiling 
this report. 
SLIDES of t he  T$ORT,AX/FGGE (North Pac i f ic  Experiment/First 
Global GARP Experiment) Hawaii - Tahi t i  Shut t le  1979 - 80. 
These s l i d e s  are t o  supplemnt t he  report  t i t l e d  An Observers Report of t h e  
NORPAX/FGGE Oceanographic Ekpedition Between H a w a i i  and Tahi t i  submitted by MOP 
student Bj$m Aune. 
Sl ide # Explanation of s l i d e  
1 The research vessel Wecoma from Oregon Sta te  University i n  Papeete Harbor, 
Tahi t i ,  March 1980. 
2 The research vessel Wecoma a t  Snug Harbor, Honolulu, Hawaii, February 1080. I 
3 The research vessel  Wecoma taking onboard the  p i l o t  fo r  entering Papeete 
Harbor. hborea is i n  the background. 
4 The dry laboratory (drylab) on the  R/V Wecotra. This s l i d e  shows SORE of the  
computers, depth recorders, and PCM equipment. 
5 The w e t  laboratory (wetlab) on the  R/V We-. This s l i d e  shows FOP student 
Athleen Clark working with an oceanographer from Scripps Ins t i tu t ion  of 
Oceanography doing chemical analysis  of seawater. 
6 Mop student Bj#m Aune "hard at work" i n  t he  F0,I (Prof i l ing Current hleter) 
section of the  drylab. 
7 Edwasd S la te r  of Scripps Ins t i tu t ion  of Oceanography explaining some of t h e  
equipment i n  the  drylab t o  gamnar school students i n  Tahi t i .  
8 The wetlab (in par t icu la r  t he  nutr ient  analysis  equipment). In t h e  back- 
round is MOP student Athleen Clark and Edward S la t e r  of Scripps. 
9 Rick Van Woy of Scripps working on a tmspher ic  gas sampling with a gans 
chrmtograph .  
10 A s a t e l l i t e  tracking surface current d r i f t  buoy (apar t ) .  
11 Dr. Eric Fir ing of the  Hawaii I n s t i t u t e  of Geophysics and Jim Wells of Scripps 
working on the  satellite buoy. 
12 I@ student Cindy Kleh, Dr. Er ic  F i r ing  of HIG, a guy from San Jose S t a t e ,  
and a guy from Immnt Geological Observatory preparing a satellite buoy f o r  
launching. 
13 The same gang of four launching the  s a t e l l i t e  buoy. ! 
14 The satellite buoy i n  the  water following the  launch. 
~ 
15 Last sight  of t he  s a t e l l i t e  buoy as the  ship mves  away. 1 
16 The deep sea water sampling uni t .  h10P student Athleen Clark looking on i n  
the  background. 
17 Preparing the  deep sea sampling uni t  fo r  a drop. I 
18 Preparing the  wire cable t o  which the  deep sea sampling uni t  is attached. 
19 Lif t ing the  deep sea sampling un i t  up t o  put over t he  s ide.  
i 20 The deep sea sampling uni t  going over the  s ide .  I 21 The deep sea sampling uni t  entering the  water t o  be lowered 150 meters. 
1 22 Night operations with the  deep sea sampling un i t .  
23 Preparing the wire cable t o  which the  deep sea  sampling uni t  w i l l  be attached 
a t  night. 
24 Lif t ing the deep sea samplin& uni t  up t o  put over t he  s ide  at night.  
Slide # 
25 
Explanation of s l i d e  
The deep sea sanpling uni t  going over the  s ide  a t  night.  
The CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, Depth) un i t  with Niskin bo t t les .  The 
CTD uni t  measures the  conductivity, oxygen content, tenperatwe from which 
s a l i n i t y  is derived with depth. 
The 0 uni t  going over the  s ide .  
The f a n t a i l  ( a f t e r  deck) of t he  R/V Wecoma showing the  deep sea sampling 
uni t ,  the  CTD uni t ,  and the  s a t e l l i t e  buoy. 
MOP students Athleen Clark and Bjglrn Aune with other  s c i e n t i s t s  and c r e w  
members relaxing i n  the  evening on the  f an t a i l .  
MOP student Bjglrn Aune with the  PCM (prof i l ing  Current Meter) hu l l .  
MOP student Bjglrn Aune repairing the  hu l l .  
MOP student Bjglrn Aune loading t h e  FCN hu l l  with an Aanderaa current meter 
i n  preparation fo r  a drop. 
MOP student Bjglrn Aune being ass i s ted  by DR. Bruce Taft i n  pu t t ing  t h e  PChl 
uni t  over t he  side.  
hlOP student Bjglrn Aune W i n g  a f i n a l  check on t h e  Aanderaa current meter 
before deploying it. 
The PC34 uni t  going over the  s ide  - with LlOP student B j $ m  Aune holding on 
t o  it t o  steady it. 
current meter recovery operat ions at the  Qua to r .  
Hoisting onboard som of the  g lass  b a l l s  used as f l o a t s  on the  current 
meters. 
Guiding som of t he  g lass  b a l l s  onto the  deck so that they can be detached. 
The e n t i r e  array of g lass  b a l l s  fo r  one current meter array being brought 
on deck. 
A deep sea sediment t r a p  being brought up. 
Set t ing the  sedirrmt t r a p  down on deck (careful ly) .  
hlOP student Bjglrn Aune at the  helm guiding t h e  l i n e  from the  current meters 
as it m s  up onto the  winch. 
An aeronometer used f o r  determining wind speed and wind direct ion.  
MOP students Athleen Clark and Bjglrn Aune along with s c i e n t i s t s  from Scripps 
and the  University of Washington having a "welcome back to  land drink" 
a f t e r  29 days at sea. 
The petti-bone crane used f o r  hois t ing t h e  m y  d i f fe ren t  oceanographic 
un i t s  i n to  and out of the  water, t he  hydrowinch used f o r  deploying and 
recovering the  mi! un i t ,  and t h e  trawling winch used f o r  deploying and 
recovering the  CTD uni t  and deep sea water sampling uni t .  
Another view of the  same equipment from higher up. 
View of t he  above equipmnt and the  fantai1,where a satellite buoy is lying, 
from the  crows nest .  
Another shot of the  same subject as # 47. 
The mast and crows nest of the  R/V Wecoma where the  meteorological data  
col lect ing equipment is s i tuated.  
The bow of the  R/V Wecom from the  crows nes t .  







Ekplanation of s l ide  
Another shot of the heavy seas. 
The R/V Wecoma mashing through the heavy seas. 
A 30 foot sea approaching the R/V Wecm. 
Water rushing down the deck a f t e r  the 30 foot sea struck the vessel. 
White-tip oceanic sharks in  a frenzy (garbage had just been thrown over 
the s ide) .  
Another shot of a white-tip oceanic shark. 
Dolphins racing the R / V  Wecoma off rvlalden a t o l l  
Booby i n  the water waiting fo r  garbage t o  be thrown overboard. 
Dolphin jumping out of the water off bhlden a t o l l .  
Shot of another dolphin jurnping out of the water off hlalden a t o l l .  
Another booby waiting for  garbage t o  be thrown overboard. 
Sunset a t  sea. 
The en t i r e  disc of the sun s i t t i n g  on the horizon just pr ior  t o  set t ing.  
The sun se t t ing  on the horizon. 
The sun halfway down. 
hiconrise on a clear  night. Note the b r i l l i an t ly  lighted planet below m n .  
Moonset in  the mrning. 
Malden a to l l .  
Malden a t o l l  (note some of the structures).  
Malden a to l l .  
Malden a to l l .  
The R/V Wecom in Papeete Harbor, Tahiti .  
The open m k e t  in downtown Papeete. 
A r iver  in in ter ior  Tahiti. 
A black sand beach along the coast of Tahiti (northshore). 
The surf breaking on the fringing reef off I h r e a .  
A sa i l ing  ship a t  anchor i n  Opunohu Bay, Moorea. 
Aerial view of Uturoa, Raiatea. Uturoa is the second largest c i t y  in  the  
Society Islands. 
Outrigger canoe fishing boats in  Uturoa Harbor. Ta,ha,a in the background. 
Jungle road on Raiatea. 
